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),J(7!8,4$)!B($15:!A1:),1&J)1'5! )3$)! 152(JA4:!4$:)4,5!;'5)$5$!$5A!6'J)3!l$?')$!&J)!5')!Z)$3! aJ-<"'(0"/&-$2+,-&<5Q-'($2*!
:$"&/(%/#6-'+<$*?-)'0'*!$5A!!0-?'+*?'#0/'b.!
!7$1*$%( YN( SN( !T( !8+0$'( !7$1*$%( YN( SN( !T( !8+0$'(
1/6-&5?*+<4&-()#-<'! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+'&%-<'(*! H! H! H! !
16#5?4#5(+<#-*0'0$2! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+)'*4*0'<"4$2! H! H! H! !
16#5?4#5(+/&5(6'0$2! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+.#'6-&/! H! G! H! ZRO6l!
16#5?4#5(+-(0/#2/)-$2! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+?*/$)5#/?/(*! H! G! G! !
16#5?4#5(+#/?/(*! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+*<#-%(/#-! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
16#5?4#5(+*2-0"--! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+*?-<'0$2! H! H! H! !
16#5?4#5(+0#'<"4<'$&$2! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+0#-<"5?"5#$2! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
16#5*0-*+%5#/'&-*! G! H! G! ! 16#5*0-*+)-/65/(*-*! H! H! G! !
16#5*0-*+/Q'#'0'! H! H! H! ! 16#5*0-*+"$2-&-*! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
16#5*0-*+"4/2'&-*! G! G! H! ! 16#5*0-*+-)'"5/(*-*! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
16#5*0-*+5#/65(/(*-*! G! H! G! ! 16#5*0-*+?/#/(('(*! G! G! H! !
16#5*0-*+#5**-'/! G! H! G! ! 16#5*0-*+*<'%#'! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
16#5*0-*+*/2-;/#0-<-&&'0'! H! G! G! ! 16#5*0-*+*05&5(-./#'! H! H! H! !
16#5*0-*+0/($-*! H! H! G! ZRO;R! 16#5*0-*+0"$#%/#-'('! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
16#5*0-*+;'#-'%-&-*! H! H! G! ZRO;R! 1&5?/<$#$*+'/W$'&-*! H! H! H! !
1&5?/<$#$*+'&?-($*! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
1&5?/<$#$*+
++++++'#$()-('</$*+ G! H! G! !
1&5?/<$#$*+<'#5&-(-'($*! H! H! H! ! 1&5?/<$#$*+6/(-<$&'0$*+ H! H! H! !
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2$5'E7!2'U4,!'K!&1@!:$@4&,J:3!$)!HP!:1)4:!=$:!HP.N!E4,245)!
15:1A4! &1@! @$%4! 4`2(':J,4:! $5A! d.\! E4,245)! 'J):1A4.! R347!
,4E',)4A! $,4$:! E,')42)4A! K,'%! &,'=:15@! 3$A! )3,44! )1%4:!
@,4$)4,! aF! ?! G.GGFNb! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! 'K! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! )3$5!
J5E,')42)4A! $,4$:.! #4! K'J5A! :1)4:! =1)3! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,!




Z5@J($)4! &,'=:15@! $(:'! 3$A! $5! $KK42)! '5! A45:1)7! 'K! &1@!
:$@4&,J:3! E($5):.! 9'J,! :1)4:! )3$)! 3$A! @,4$)4,! aF! ?! G.GHb!
2$5'E7!2'U4,!'K!&1@!:$@4&,J:3!15:1A4!)34!4`2(':J,4!$(:'!3$A!
@,4$)4,! aF!?! G.GHb! A45:1)7! 'K!%$)J,4! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! 15:1A4!
)34! 4`2(':J,4! a)$&(4! F/! :1)4:! H*[*\*Nb.! D)! :1)4! c*! A45:1)7! 'K!
%$)J,4!&1@!:$@4&,J:3!15:1A4!)34!4`2(':J,4!=$:!@,4$)4,!aF!?!
G.GHb! )3$5! A45:1)7! 'J):1A4*! &J)! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! A1KK4,4524:!
=4,4! (4::! :1@51K12$5)! aF! ?! G.Hb.! jJ,! ,4:J():! $@,44! =1)3!
#$%&'()! $5A! 634,=''A! aHPPPb*! $:! )347! ,4E',)4A! $! 31@3!
$::'21$)1'5! &4)=445! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! 2'U4,! $5A! A45:1)7! a#! t!
G.PF/! F! ?! G.GGGb.! l45:1)7! 'K! %$)J,4! #7'%15@! &1@!
:$@4&,J:3!$)!:1)4!d!=$:!:(1@3)(7!31@34,!aF!?!G.Hb!'J):1A4!)34!
4`2(':J,4*! =3123! 1:! $)),1&J)4A! )'! 2'%E4)1)1'5! =1)3! :=44)!
2('U4,!15:1A4!)34!4`2(':J,4.!
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L0,&$1&$'( ?/( a0,4%$'( L0,&$1&$'( ?/( a0,4%$'( L0,&$1&$'( ?/( a0,4%$'(
H! ;).!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! HM.[! mmm! M.M! dG.d! mm! FF.N! HH.[! ! N.M!
F! ;).!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! P.\! ! M.N! Fc.c! ! F\.N! c.[! mm! H[.[!
[! ;).!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! HN.G! mmm! HG.[! cd.\! mmm! [c.N! d.d! ! d.N!
c! ;).!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! HH.H! m! M.c! \G.c! mmm! [d.N! d.\! mmm! HN.[!
\! #n!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! c.H! mm! F.H! \\.G! mmm! Fc.P! c.N! ! c.\!
d! #n!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! [.P! ! \.[! H\.d! m! [[.F! F.H! mm! \.\!
N! #n!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! FF.c! mmm! d.F! HGd.H! mmm! \H.N! Hd.[! ! HH.M!
M! >1))4,&,J:3! F.c! mmm! G.G! \.P! mmm! G.N! G.F! ! G.[!
P! >1))4,&,J:3! c.G! ! N.M! P.G! mm! FG.d! H.G! ! H.N!
HG! >1))4,&,J:3! c.H! mm! G.d! N.F! m! F.N! G.\! ! H.[!
HH! +J,((4$K!;)!;$3'@$57! [c.P! mmm! HH.G! [H.[! mm! Hc.H! F.G! ! G.H!
HF! +J,((4$K!;)!;$3'@$57! Hc.c! mm! P.d! HM.d! ! HN.G! G.G! ! H.F!
H[! L',1Q'5)$(!CJ51E4,! FN.[! mmm! G.[! ! ! ! ! ! !





=1)3! E,')42)1'5! $)! $57! :1)4! a)$&(4! Fb.! 65'=! %$7! &4!
E,')42)15@! )34:4! 7'J5@! :3,J&:! K',! :4U4,$(! 74$,:*! $(('=15@!
)34%! )'! @,'=! )'! %$)J,4! :1Q4! &4K',4! )347! $,4! &,'=:4A!
a;43J:! HPP\/! #$%&'()! $5A! 634,=''A! HPPPb.! l45:1)7! 'K!
7'J5@! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! =$:! @,4$)4,! aF! ?! G.G\b! 'J):1A4! )34!
4`2(':J,4!$)!$((!:1)4:!=34,4!5'!A1KK4,4524:!15!2$5'E7!2'U4,!
=4,4!A4)42)4A! a)$&(4!F/! :1)4:! F*c*db.!B,')42)1'5! $KK',A4A!&7!
:5'=! $5A! (4::! &,'=:15@! $)! )34:4! :1)4:! %$7! $(('=! %',4!
7'J5@! :3,J&:! )'! @,'=! )3$5! $)! :1)4:! =34,4! J5@J($)4:! $,4!
1%E$2)15@!:$@4&,J:3!2$5'E7!2'U4,.!
!
l45:1)7! 'K! A4$A! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! =$:! J5,4(1$&(4! $:! $!
2'%E$,1:'5! &4)=445! E,')42)1'5! $5A! &,'=:15@.! 6'%4!
A1KK4,4524:! aF!?!G.GHb!=4,4!A4)42)4A!$)! )3,44!:1)4:! aHH*!Hd*!
[Fb!=34,4!&1@!:$@4&,J:3!2$5'E7!2'U4,!=$:!$(:'!@,4$)4,!aF!?!
G.GHb! 15:1A4.! >42$J:4! 2'U4,! $5A! A45:1)7! $,4! 31@3(7!
$::'21$)4A! a#$%&'()! $5A! 634,=''A! HPPPb*! 1)! %$7! &4!
('@12$(! )3$)! A45:1)7! 'K! A4$A! ='J(A! $(:'! &4! 31@34,.!
DAA1)1'5$((7*! A4$A! :3,J&:! %$7! ,4%$15! %',4! ,42'@51Q$&(4!
$5A! A4)4,1',$)4! :('=4,! 15! )34! $&:4524! 'K! ),$%E(15@! &7!








!*&$( !80"/(!7$1*$%( L0,&$1&$'( ?+( a0,4%$'(
H! ;).!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! [.N! mm! H.[!
F! ;).!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! H.M! ! H.M!
[! ;).!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! [.d! mmm! H.M!
c! ;).!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! F.\! ! F.d!
\! #n!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! G.d! mmm! G.F!
d! #n!>1@!6$@4&,J:3! G.[! ! G.c!




T:)1%$)4:! K',! =15)4,! K',$@4! E,'AJ2)1'5! &7! &1@! :$@4&,J:3!
=4,4! @,4$)4,! aF! ?! G.G\b! =1)3! E,')42)1'5! $)! K'J,! 'K! :4U45!
:1)4:! a)$&(4! [/! :1)4:! H*[*\*Nb.! R34:4! :1)4:! $(:'! 3$A! @,4$)4,!
E4,245)!2$5'E7!2'U4,!$5A!A45:1)7!'K!%$)J,4!&1@! :$@4&,J:3!
15:1A4!)34!4`2(':J,4.!61)4:!=34,4!A1KK4,4524:!=4,4!A4)42)4A!
E,'AJ24A!dG!E4,245)!%',4!&1@! :$@4&,J:3! K',$@4! K',!=15)4,!
E4,! dG! %F! 15:1A4! )3$5! 'J):1A4! 4`2(':J,4:.! #$%&'()! $5A!
634,=''A! aHPPPb! '5! )34! Sn#<! ,4E',)4A! :1%1($,! ,4:J():.!
R347! ,4E',)4A! E,')42)4A!%'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! E,'AJ24A!
MM! E4,245)! %',4! K',$@4! K',! =15)4,! )3$5! J5E,')42)4A!
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!:$@4&,J:3.!<45:!aFGGHb!,4E',)4A!%',4!)3$5!)=124!)3$)!aHNd!




Z5@J($)4! &,'=:15@!3$:! 54@$)1U4(7! 1%E$2)4A! &1))4,&,J:3! '5!
)='!'K!)34!)3,44!:1)4:!4U$(J$)4A!a)$&(4!F/!:1)4:!M!$5A!HGb.!D)!
:1)4! M*! &1))4,&,J:3! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! $5A! A45:1)7! 'K! %$)J,4!
:3,J&:!=4,4!@,4$)4,!aF!?!G.G\b!15:1A4!)34!4`2(':J,4.!+$5'E7!
2'U4,! =$:! @,4$)4,! =1)3! E,')42)1'5! $)! :1)4! HG*! =31(4!
A1KK4,4524:!15!A45:1)7!=4,4!(4::!:1@51K12$5)!aF!?!G.Hb.!D)!:1)4!
P*! A45:1)7! =$:! @,4$)4,! aF! ?! G.G\b! 'J):1A4! )34! 4`2(':J,4*!
=31(4!)34,4!=$:!5'!A1KK4,4524!15!2$5'E7!2'U4,.!>1))4,&,J:3!




jJ,! ,4:J():! $@,44! =1)3! ')34,! =',?! A'54! '5! &1))4,&,J:3!
152(JA15@! E,4U1'J:! 4U$(J$)1'5! 'K! :1)4:! P! $5A! HG! a;$2?14!
HPN[b.! ;$2?14! aHPN[b! $(:'! K'J5A! @,4$)4,! A45:1)7! 'K!
&1))4,&,J:3! 'J):1A4! $)! :1)4! P! $5A! @,4$)4,! 15:1A4! $)! :1)4! HG.!
Z5E,')42)4A! $,4$:! 3$A! @,4$)4,! E,'AJ2)1'5! 'K! &1))4,&,J:3!
)=1@:!)3$5!15:1A4!)34!4`2(':J,4:!$)!$((!N!:1)4:!;$2?14!aHPN[b!
:$%E(4A.! ;$2?14! aHPN[b! 2'52(JA4A! A1KK4,4524:! 15!
&1))4,&,J:3! E$,$%4)4,:! =4,4! A4)4,%154A! E,1%$,1(7! &7!
15A1U1AJ$(! :1)4! 23$,$2)4,1:)12:! $5A! :42'5A(7! &7! J5@J($)4!
&,'=:15@.! 0$7! aHPP\b! K'J5A! &1))4,&,J:3! @,'=15@! 15! )34!
8,4$)4,!n4(('=:)'54!T2':7:)4%*!3$A!(4::!aF!?!G.G\b!2$5'E7!
2'U4,*! 341@3)*! :1Q4*! $5A! U'(J%4! 'J):1A4! $! &1@! @$%4!
4`2(':J,4.!L4! $)),1&J)4A! )31:! A1KK4,4524! )'! ,4E4$)4A! J:4! &7!
=1(A! J5@J($)4:.! R34! %1`4:! ,4:J():! 'K! 'J,! 4U$(J$)1'5! 'K!





+$5'E7! 2'U4,! 'K! 2J,((4$K!%'J5)$15!%$3'@$57!=$:! @,4$)4,!
aF! ?! G.G\b! 15:1A4! )34! 4`2(':J,4! $)! &')3! :1)4:! aHH! $5A! HFb!
=34,4! 1)! =$:! :$%E(4A.! l1KK4,4524:! 15! A45:1)14:! =4,4! 5')!
2'5:1:)45)! &4)=445! :1)4:! a)$&(4! Fb.! l45:1)7! 'K! 7'J5@!




$)! :1)4! HH*! &J)! 5'! A1KK4,4524:! =4,4! A4)42)4A! $)! :1)4! HF.!
>,'=:15@! $EE4$,:! )'! (1%1)! )34! :1Q4! 'K! 15A1U1AJ$(! :3,J&:! $)!
:1)4! HF*!=31(4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! $5A! 5J%&4,! 'K!%$)J,4! :3,J&:!
=4,4!$()4,4A!&7!J5@J($)4!&,'=:15@!$)!:1)4!HH.!;$2?14!aHPN[b!





R34! )='! :1)4:!=34,4! 3',1Q'5)$(! gJ51E4,!=$:! 4U$(J$)4A! 3$A!
$5! 4`2(':J,4!E,')42)15@! :3,J&:! K,'%!$((! J5@J($)4!&,'=:15@!
$5A!$5!4`2(':J,4!'5(7!4`2(JA15@!(1U4:)'2?.!T`2(J:1'5!'K!$((!
J5@J($)4:!$)!:1)4!H[!K',!H[!74$,:!$5A!$)!:1)4!Hc!K',!cG!74$,:!
3$:! $(('=4A! 3',1Q'5)$(! gJ51E4,! )'! $))$15! U4,7! 31@3! 2$5'E7!
2'U4,! aFN.[!E4,245)! $5A!cN.H!E4,245)/! )$&(4! Fb.!D,4$:!=1)3!
4`2(J:1'5! 'K! (1U4:)'2?! '5(7! 714(A4A! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! 'K! [.F!
E4,245)!$5A!HM.F!E4,245)! aK1@J,4!Hb.!D,4$:!$224::1&(4! )'!$((!
J5@J($)4:! 3$A! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,$@4! 'K! G.[! E4,245)! $5A! d.G!
E4,245)!a)$&(4!Fb.!l1KK4,4524:!&4)=445!2$5'E7!2'U4,!'K!4$23!
E3$:4!'K!&')3!4`2(':J,4:!=4,4!:1@51K12$5)!aF!?!G.G\/!K1@J,4!
Hb.!R34:4!A$)$! :J@@4:)! )3$)! )34!2'%&154A!E,4:4524!'K!=1(A!












0$:=',%! $5A! ')34,:! aHPMcb! :)JA715@! J5@J($)4! A14):! 54$,!
:1)4!H[*!,4E',)4A!3',1Q'5)$(!gJ51E4,!$:!&415@!U4,7!1%E',)$5)!
K',$@4! )'! =15)4,15@! 4(?! a3/#;$*+ /&'?"$*+ (/&*5(-b*! &1@3',5!
:344E! aO;-*+ <'(')/(*-*b*! $5A! %J(4! A44,! aO)5<5-&/$*+
"/2-5($*b.!B,4:4524!'K!3',1Q'5)$(! gJ51E4,! 15! K42$(! :$%E(4:!
'K!2$))(4! aG.P!E4,245)b! :J@@4:):! )347!2'5:J%4!'5(7!$! :%$((!
$%'J5)!'K! 1)! a0$:=',%!$5A!')34,:!HPMcb.!+$))(4!$,4!%J23!
($,@4,! $51%$(:! $5A! 2'5:J%4! @,4$)4,! hJ$5)1)14:! 'K! K',$@4!
)3$5! 4(?*! &1@3',5! :344E*! $5A! %J(4! A44,*! :'! )34! $2)J$(!
$%'J5)! 'K! 3',1Q'5)$(! gJ51E4,! 2'5:J%4A! &7! 2$))(4! %$7! &4!
:1%1($,!)'!)3$)!'K!=1(A!J5@J($)4:.!#4!$(:'!'&:4,U4A!@,4$)4,!
2'U4,!'K!@,$::4:!15:1A4!)34!(1U4:)'2?!4`2(':J,4:*!=3123!%$7!
2'524$(! 3',1Q'5)$(! gJ51E4,! A1,42)(7! ',! 3'(A! %',4! :5'=!
AJ,15@!=15)4,*!)3J:!E,4U45)15@!:'%4!J:4!&7!=1(A!J5@J($)4:.!
-1U4:)'2?!2'5:J%4!@,$::!'J):1A4!)34!4`2(':J,4:*!=3123!%$7!
4`E':4! 3',1Q'5)$(! gJ51E4,! $5A! $(('=! =1(A! J5@J($)4:! )'!
&,'=:4! gJ51E4,! %',4! ,4$A1(7.! R31:! )34',7! 2'5),$A12):!
041@(47! $5A!j(:'5! aFGGHb!=34,4! )347! '&:4,U4A! 3',1Q'5)$(!
gJ51E4,!=$:!%',4!$&J5A$5)!15:1A4!$!&1@!@$%4!4`2(':J,4!$5A!
'J):1A4*! 2'%E$,4A! )'! 15:1A4! )34! (1U4:)'2?! 4`2(':J,4.! R347!
:J@@4:)! )3$)! $! 2'%&15$)1'5! 'K! ,4AJ24A! (1@3)! $U$1($&1(1)7!
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!AJ,15@! )34!@,'=15@! :4$:'5!AJ4! )'! )$((! @,$::*! $5A!&,'=:15@!
&7! =1(A! J5@J($)4:! 15! =15)4,! 1:! ,4:),12)15@! @,'=)3! 'K!
3',1Q'5)$(! gJ51E4,! 15:1A4! )34! (1U4:)'2?!4`2(':J,4.!D()3'J@3!
'J,!)34',7!$5A!041@(47!$5A!j(:'5]:!aFGGHb!2'5),$A12)!4$23!
')34,*! )347!$@,44!=1)3! )34!K15A15@:!'K!0$:=',%!$5A!')34,:!





+'524,5:! $&'J)! &,'=:15@! 1%E$2):! 3$U4! )7E12$((7! &445!
245)4,4A! '5! $,4$:! 'K! :E421$(! 15)4,4:)! :J23! $:! )34! S',)34,5!
n4(('=:)'54!#15)4,!<$5@4! a0$7!HPP\/!<45:!FGGH/!<1EE(4!
$5A! -$,:45! FGGG/!#$%&'()! $5A! L'KK%$5! FGGH/!#$%&'()!
$5A! 634,=''A! HPPPb.! jJ,! :)JA7! A1A! 5')! 2'5:1A4,! :E421K12!
$,4$:!',! )$`$/! ,$)34,*!%J()1E(4! :3,J&!:E4214:!$2,'::!U$,1'J:!




R45! 'K! )34! Hc! :)JA7! :1)4:! :$%E(4A! E,'U1A4A! 4U1A4524! )3$)!
('5@! )4,%!&,'=:15@!&7!J5@J($)4:! 1:! (1%1)15@! )34!@,'=)3!'K!
A'%15$5)! :3,J&.! -'@12$((7*! =4! ='J(A! 4`E42)! 15A1U1AJ$(!
E($5):! 'K! ($5A:2$E4! A'%15$5):! )'! ,4241U4! (1@3)4,! (4U4(:! 'K!
J:4*! =31(4! E($5):! 'K! J52'%%'5! :E4214:! %1@3)! &4! %',4!
15)45:4(7!J:4A!AJ4!)'!)341,!,$,1)7.!#4!K'J5A!)31:!=$:!5')!)34!
2$:4/! ,$)34,! &,'=:15@! 3$:! 1%E$2)4A! ($5A:2$E4! A'%15$5):!
:J23! $:! &1@! :$@4&,J:3*! &1))4,&,J:3*! 2J,((4$K! %'J5)$15!
%$3'@$57!$5A!3',1Q'5)$(!gJ51E4,.!
!
#1(A! $5A!A'%4:)12! J5@J($)4! E'EJ($)1'5:! '5! :'%4!'K! )34:4!
$,4$:!:3'J(A!&4!,4O4U$(J$)4A.!V%E$2)!'5!&,'=:4!:E4214:!3$:!
$()4,4A! )34! U4@4)$)1'5! 'K! :'%4! J5@J($)4! ,$5@4:*! =3123! 15!
)J,5! %$7! E,'U4! )'! &4! $! ('5@O)4,%! A4),1%45)! )'! J5@J($)4!
E'EJ($)1'5:.! j)34,! =1(A(1K4! :E4214:! A4E45A15@! '5! )34:4!
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!"#$%#"& '$(#)("*+'#& "#$%&'()$')*+! *'(,-.+/.%*+0& ,$-.%$%& /$'&
'%+0.#0& .1&2#1%"$3&4*1%$1$&5".6$".37&*1&87*6.1(&-.(&'$(#-"+',&
91'&$2/+/.! &'/3$%&.&.& :+%%;& ''5;& 45(2/%6$%+/+& <##%3#& =& >*+1(?&
0*6.1$%#0& "$1(#3$10;& @,#& 5".6$"7& *-A#2%.B#& /$'& %*& 2*65$"#&
',"+-& $10& ,#"-$2#*+'& 5$"$6#%#"'& /.%,.1& 9+'#C& "$10*6& *"& 1*1)
+'#?& $10& -#%/##1& '#$'*1$3& ,$-.%$%'& 91#'%C& -"**0C& /.1%#"?;& @/*&
'%+07&'.%#'&94+''#3',#33&$10&!*30#1&D$33#7&2*+1%.#'?C&$10&E&7#$"'&
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N*<*-#( !8,0&D&$0<( V,-#D&$0<( !8,0&D&$0<( V,-#D&$0<(
>42?!$5A!')34,:!aFGGPb! Vl! DJ)J%5! ! ! ! X!
+''?!$5A!')34,:!aHPPcb! #n! 6E,15@! X! ! ! !
91:234,!$5A!')34,:!aHPPdb! Vl! DJ)J%5! ! ! X! !
L'(%4:!aFGGNb! j<! DJ)J%5! X! ! ! !
B44?!$5A!')34,:!aHPNPb! Vl! DJ)J%5! ! ! X! !
B4,,7%$5!$5A!')34,:!aFGGFb! +j*!ZR! DJ)J%5! ! ! X! X!
B7(4!$5A!+,$=K',A!aHPPdb! j<! DJ)J%5!$5A!6E,15@! X! ! ! !
644K4(A)!$5A!')34,:!aFGGNb! Vl! DJ)J%5! X! ! ! !
W$5!l7?4!$5A!l$,,$@3!aFGGdb! ;R! DJ)J%5!$5A!6E,15@! X! X! ! !
#$%&'()!$5A!')34,:!aFGGHb! ;R! DJ)J%5!$5A!6E,15@! X! X! X! X!
#$%&'()!$5A!B$754!aHPMdb! ;R! DJ)J%5! ! ! X! X!
#,'&(4:?1!$5A!0$JKK%$5!aFGG[b! j<! DJ)J%5! ! ! X! !
$#4!:J@@4:)!2'5:J()15@!)34:4!,4K4,4524:!K',!')34,!:3',)O!',!('5@O)4,%!,4:E'5:4:!)3$)!=4!A'!5')!2'5:1A4,!15!'J,!E$E4,.!
&-'2$)1'5:!$,4"!+j!t!+'(',$A'*!Vl!t!VA$3'*!;R!t!;'5)$5$*!j<!t!j,4@'5*!ZR!t!Z)$3!
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'#66.-6'90/! 378! ,'(1'*'9:/#2(=Q! #$5! %'#+! /)'0&6'90/! <;%$#)*-&')!
1)+%(1%+(=Q! <+! S! V=! '&02)$5&5! -/&! 0#1&! #0! 1)9$-#.$! 6.%!
0#%&6'90/! 4.-/! ()*&'! ),! M7A! 2&'(&$-! #$5! -4)! 2&'(&$-! 4/&'&!
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<+.2:)$%(! #%:-! /+! ().%=#2(5! 3['-&1.0.#>! 5)='$)$! $-0%(! 9/#!
?'+$%#! 9/#).%! /+! $5%!@/#$5%#+!A%::/?($/+%!B'+$%#! C)+.%!
3@ABC>! 3B)&=/:$! DEEFG! B)&=/:$! DEEHG! B)&=/:$! )+*!
I1@%):! DEHJG! B)&=/:$! )+*! K5%#?//*! DEEE>8! L)('+! ='.!
().%=#2(5! 3[7!-7! -'.5&$-#-#>! ! )+*! !B-/&'+.! ='.! ().%=#2(5!
3[7! -7! 4+)1.$%&$0.0>M! )#%! '&0/#$)+$! /+! $5%! @ABC8!
N/?%,%#M!'$!'(!&/2+$)'+!='.!().%=#2(5!3[7!-7!*#0&+#$#>!$5)$!
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9/#! 2+.2:)$%(! )(! +2$#'$'/2(! 9/#).%! )+*! 9/#! $5%#&):! )+*!
(%12#'$-!1/,%#!3B)&=/:$!STT^G!B%:15!)+*!I1"#$52#!DEJE>8!
I%15)+'(&(! $5)$! '+9:2%+1%! 2+.2:)$%! =#/?('+.! 0)$$%#+(! /+!
().%=#2(5! $)_)! /+! $5%! @ABC! 5),%! =%%+! '+,%($'.)$%*M!
'+1:2*'+.!'+$%+('$-!/9!2(%!3L#)-!)+*!/$5%#(!DEEDG!6%#(/+'2(!
)+*!/$5%#(!DEHJG!K'+.%#!)+*!C%+`'+!DEEaG!K$#'=-!)+*!/$5%#(!
DEHJG! B)&=/:$! DEEFG! B)&=/:$! )+*! I1@%):! DEHJG!
B)&=/:$! )+*! /$5%#(! DEE^>8! P+$%+(%! =#/?('+.! 5)(! #%*21%*!
='.! ().%=#2(5!0/02:)$'/+(!/+! $5%!@ACB!3B)&=/:$! DEEFG!
B)&=/:$!)+*!/$5%#(!DEEEG!B)&=/:$!)+*!K5%#?//*!DEEE>8!
B':*9'#%!)$! :%)($! $%&0/#)#':-!%:'&'+)$%(!='.!().%=#2(5! $)_)!
)(! $5%-! #%(0/+*! +%.)$',%:-! $/! 9'#%! 3B)&=/:$! )+*! /$5%#(!





6)#`! 3A@6>! #%1%',%*! &215! )$$%+$'/+! 37)5):)+%! DE^bG!
c'$$)&(!DEaTG!C2(5!DEbSG!B#'.5$!)+*!;5/&0(/+!DEba>8!P+!
#%(0/+(%M! $5%!@)$'/+):! 6)#`! K%#,'1%! 3@6K>! 1/+($#21$%*! DT!
%_1:/(2#%(! '+! DEaJ! )+*! DEFSM! 0)#$')::-! $/! ($2*-! $5%!
#%:)$'/+(5'0(!=%$?%%+!2+.2:)$%!9/#).'+.!)+*!='.!().%=#2(58!
;?/!%_1:/(2#%(!/+!$5%!L:)1`W$)':%*!]%%#!6:)$%)2!1/+$)'+'+.!
/+:-! ='.! ().%=#2(5W.#)((! 5)='$)$! $-0%(! 1/&0:%$%:-! =2#+%*!




d2#!/=e%1$',%!?)(! $/! '+,%($'.)$%! #%1/,%#-!/9!&/2+$)'+!='.!
().%=#2(5! )+*! )((/1')$%*! (0%1'%(! /+! $5%!L:)1`W$)':%*!]%%#!
6:)$%)2!/9!$5%!@ABC!)!*%1)*%!)9$%#!$5%!DEHH!A%::/?($/+%!
?':*9'#%(M! )! 0%#'/*! *2#'+.! ?5'15! $5%! )#%)! ?)(! 2+*%#!
#%:)$',%:-! '+$%+(%!?'+$%#!5%#=',/#-M! :)#.%:-!=-!%:`8!B%!*'*!
$5'(! =-! 1/&0)#'+.! (5#2=! )+*! 5%#=)1%/2(! 1/,%#! )+*! (5#2=!
*%+('$'%(!=%$?%%+!%+,'#/+&%+$)::-!0)'#%*!('$%(!0#/$%1$%*!/#!
2+0#/$%1$%*!9#/&!2+.2:)$%! 9/#).'+.!?'$5'+! $5%!)#%)!=2#+%*!
'+! DEHH8! B%! $%($%*! $5%! 5-0/$5%(%(! $5)$! $5%(%! 0:)+$! $)_)!
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):/+.! $5%! :/?%#! %:%,)$'/+(! '+! +/#$5%#+! A@6! )+*! %_$%+*(!
+/#$5?)#*! '+$/! I/+$)+)! ):/+.! $5%! A%::/?($/+%M! g)#*+%#!
)+*! R)&)#! *#)'+).%(! 3N/2($/+! DEHS>8! ;5%! L:)1`W$)':%*!
]%%#! 6:)$%)2! ?5%#%! $5%! ($2*-! ?)(! 1/+*21$%*! '(!
)00#/_'&)$%:-! &'*?)-! =%$?%%+! I)&&/$5! )+*! ;/?%#!
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!4,42)4A!)='!F!3$!J5@J($)4!4`2(':J,4:!'5!)31:!E($)4$J*!'54!15!
HP\N! $5A! )34! :42'5A! 15! HPdF*! )'! 4U$(J$)4! )34! 4KK42):! 'K!
J5@J($)4! @,$Q15@! '5!%'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! 2'%%J51)14:!
a>$,%',4! HPMG/! L'J:)'5! HPMF/! 615@4,! $5A! L$,)4,! HPPdb.!
R34! 4(4U$)1'5! 1:! $EE,'`1%$)4(7! F*GcG!%*!%1A=$7!&4)=445!
)34!('=4,!aH*dGG!%b!$5A!31@34,!aF*dGG!%b!4(4U$)1'5:!'K!)34!
Sn#<! a+'J@345'J,! HPPH/! L'J:)'5! HPMFb.! D55J$(!
E,421E1)$)1'5! ,4241U4A! $)! ;$%%')3! aH*MPP! %b! 1:!
$EE,'`1%$)4(7!cGG!%%*!$5A!$)!R'=4,!9$((:! aH*PHF!%b!cHG!
%%*!)34!54$,4:)!=4$)34,!:)$)1'5:!a9$,54:!HPPHb.!L$(K!'K!)34!
E,421E1)$)1'5! 1:! ,4241U4A! $:! :5'=*! $5A!%':)! ,$15K$((! '22J,:!
15!:E,15@!$5A!4$,(7!:J%%4,!=1)3!)34!E4$?!,4241U4A!15!CJ54!
a\G%%b! a9$,54:! HPPHb.! R34! A42$A4! K'(('=15@! )34! HPMM!
=1(AK1,4:!15!nSB!=$:!23$,$2)4,1Q4A!&7!=15)4,:!'K!(4::!)3$5!
$U4,$@4! :4U4,1)7! a9$,54:! HPPHb.! B154A$(4! @($21$(! )1((! 1:! )34!
E$,45)!%$)4,1$(!K',!;'((1:'(:!'5!)34!:)JA7!$,4$!=1)3!$!2,712!
)4%E4,$)J,4!,4@1%4!a-$54!HPPGb.!R4`)J,4! 1:! )7E12$((7! ('$%!
=1)3! 2'J,:4! K,$@%45):! ,$5@15@! K,'%! @,$U4(! )'! &'J(A4,:!
a-$54! HPPGb.! R34! %'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! $5A! &(J4&J523!
=34$)@,$::! a16#5?4#5(+ *?-<'0$2b! 3$&1)$)! )7E4! A'%15$)4:*!
4:E421$((7! '5! :('E4:!=1)3! $57! :'J)3! $:E42).! R34!%'J5)$15!
&1@! :$@4&,J:3! $5A! VA$3'! K4:2J4! aK/*0$<'+ -)'"5/(*-*b!
3$&1)$)! )7E4! 1:!%',4! (1?4(7! K'J5A!'5! 5',)3! $5A! 4$:)! K$215@!
:('E4:.! 8,445! ,$&&1)&,J:3! a3"#4*50"'2($*+ ;-*<-)-.&5#$*b*!
,J&&4,! ,$&&1)&,J:3! a38+ ('$*/5*$*b*! $5A! @,$7! 3',:4&,J:3!
a>/0#')42-'+ <'(/*</(*b! $,4! (4::! A'%15$5)! )3$5! %'J5)$15!






HPPP*! $! A42$A4! $K)4,! )34!=1(AK1,4.!R=4(U4! 45U1,'5%45)$((7!
A1KK4,45)!:1)4:!&$:4A!'5!:('E4!$5A!$:E42)!=4,4!K'J5A!15!)34!
)='! 4`2(':J,4:! a+'J@345'J,! HPPHb.! R34:4! HF! :1)4:! =4,4!
E$1,4A!=1)3! $Ag$245)! ',! 54$,&7! J5E,')42)4A! :1)4:! a)$&(4! Hb.!
;'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3*! :E,'J)15@! :3,J&:! a@,445!
,$&&1)&,J:3*! ,J&&4,! ,$&&1)&,J:3*! $5A! @,$7! 3',:4&,J:3b*! $5A!
34,&$24'J:! :E4214:! A'%15$)4A! K1U4*! K'J,*! $5A! )3,44! :1)4:*!
,4:E42)1U4(7.!L'=4U4,*!$((!HF!:1)4:!=4,4!J:4A!15!2'%E$,15@!
2'U4,! 'K! 34,&$24'J:! :E4214:! &42$J:4! )347! =4,4! 1%E',)$5)!
'5! $((! :1)4:.! j5(7! 4:)$&(1:34A! :3,J&:! =4,4! :$%E(4A! K',!
A45:1)7! )'! $U'1A! '22$:1'5$(! $&5',%$((7! 31@3! 5J%&4,:! 'K!




D)! 4$23! 'K! )34! HF! :1)4:*! HG! :),$)1K14A! [G!%! ),$5:42):! =4,4!
('2$)4A!15:1A4!)34!4`2(':J,4!$:!=4,4!HG!),$5:42):!'J):1A4!)34!
4`2(':J,4! '5! $5! 45U1,'5%45)$((7! E$1,4A! :1)4! a+'J@345'J,!
HPPH/!#$%&'()!$5A!634,=''A!HPPPb.!R34!(154!15)4,24E)1'5!
%4)3'A! a+$5K14(A! HPcH/! #$%&'()! $5A! ')34,:! FGGdb! =$:!
J:4A! )'! '&)$15! :3,J&! 2'U4,.!D((! :3,J&! 2'U4,! :4@%45):!?! [!
2%!=4,4! 152(JA4A.! jE45! :E$24:! $5A! A4$A! K'(1$@4! ?! [! 2%!




'K! 4:)$&(1:34A! :3,J&:! =4,4! '&)$154A! =1)315! )34! HG! &4()!
),$5:42):.! D! A421%4)4,! aFG! `! \G! 2%b! K,$%4! =$:! E($24A! $)!
4U4,7! )31,A!%4)4,! $('5@! 4$23! ),$5:42)! )'! 4:)1%$)4! 2'U4,! 'K!
34,&$24'J:! :E4214:! al$J&45%1,4! HP\Pb.! R31:! ,4:J()4A! 15!
HGG! K,$%4:! 15! 4$23! )34! E,')42)4A! $5A! &,'=:4AO@,$Q4A!
E',)1'5:!'K!4$23!45U1,'5%45)$(!E$1,15@.!!
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R='! :$%E(4! )! E,'24AJ,4:! =4,4! J:4A! )'! 2'%E$,4! 2'U4,!
a:3,J&!$5A!34,&$24'J:b!$5A!A45:1)7!a:3,J&b!%4$5:!&4)=445!









$((! K1U4! %'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! A'%15$)4A! :1)4:! K'J5A!
%'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! 2'U4,! ('=4,! aF! ?! G.GGHb! '5!
&,'=:4A!$,4$:!$)!P.N!E4,245)!2'%E$,4A!)'!FG!E4,245)!=34,4!
E,')42)4A! a)$&(4!Fb.!R34! )3,44!:E,'J)15@!:3,J&:!2'((42)1U4(7!
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!2'%E,1:4A! 2'5:1A4,$&(7! (4::! 2'U4,! )3$5! %'J5)$15! &1@!
:$@4&,J:3! a)$&(4! Fb.! L'=4U4,*! ,4($)1'5:31E:! =4,4! :1%1($,.!
6E,'J)15@!:3,J&:!3$A!(4::!2'U4,!aF!?!G.GGHb!$)!)='!E4,245)!
'5!&,'=:4A!$,4$:!)3$5!'5!J5&,'=:4A!$,4$:!$)!\.M!E4,245)!'5!
)34! K'J,! :1)4:! '5! =3123! )347! =4,4! )34! A'%15$5)! :3,J&:!
a)$&(4!Fb.!!
!
N+/I$( >ZB4,245)! 2'U4,! a(! t! HGb! 'K! $((! %'J5)$15! &1@!
:$@4&,J:3!$5A!:E,'J)15@!:3,J&:! a8,445! ,$&&1)&,J:3*! ,J&&4,!
,$&&1)&,J:3*!$5A!@,$7!3',:4&,J:3b!=1)3!:)$5A$,A!A4U1$)1'5:!
15! E$,45)34:4:! $)! 45U1,'5%45)$((7! E$1,4A! E,')42)4A! ',!
&,'=:4A! :1)4:! '5! )34! >($2?O)$1(4A! l44,! B($)4$J! 'K!
n4(('=:)'54! S$)1'5$(! B$,?! $5A! :$%E(4A! )34! :J%%4,:! 'K!
HPPM!$5A!HPPP.!
!*&$( L0,&$1&$'(WmX( a0,4%$'(WmX( L0,/+/*I*&3(o((+(
S,"-&+*-(/*#(%+#$/0"%8(
d! Hd.[!a\.Fb! N.P!a\.Fb! G.GGF!
M! FG.[!a\.\b! d.[!ac.cb! G.GGH!
P! Fc.M!ad.cb! HG.P!a[.Mb! G.GGH!
HG! HM.H!aM.Fb! HH.c!a\.\b! G.Gc\!
HH! FG.\!a\.Gb! HH.P!a[.Hb! G.GGH!
!70,"&*-#(%80"/%(
[! c.[!aF.[b! G.N!aG.cb! G.GGH!
c! c.c!aF.db! F.P!aH.\b! G.HFG!
N! d.N!a[.cb! G.P!aG.db! G.GGH!





:$@4&,J:3!A45:1)14:! ,$5@4A! K,'%!c\.P! )'!HcN.M!$5A![F.\! )'!
HFP.c!E4,!dG!%F!=34,4!E,')42)4A!$5A!&,'=:4A*!,4:E42)1U4(7!
a)$&(4! [b.! V5A1U1AJ$(! 2'%E$,1:'5:! 'K! K'J,! 'K! )34! K1U4! :1)4:!
A'%15$)4A! &7! %'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! :3'=4A! 5'!
A1KK4,4524:!aF!?!G.G\b!15!A45:1)7*!$()3'J@3!:1)4!HH!3$A!%',4!







?! G.[Nb! $)! \H.[! E4,245)! $5A! \F.c! E4,245)! =34,4! E,')42)4A!
$5A! @,$Q4A*! ,4:E42)1U4(7! a)$&(4! cb.! 8,$::4:! 2'%E,1:4A! )34!
%$g',1)7! 'K! )34! 34,&$24'J:! 2'U4,! =1)3! $U4,$@4:! 'K! [d.N!








jJ,! ,4:J():! 15A12$)4! &,'=:15@! :JEE,4::4A! ,42'U4,7! 'K!




aHPPPb! ,4E',)4A! :1%1($,! ,4:J():! K,'%! 2'%%J51)14:!
4:)$&(1:34A!%J23! ('5@4,! =1)3! 5'! ?5'=5! K1,4! 4KK42):! :1524!
nSB! =$:! 2,4$)4A! 15! HMNF.! R341,! E,')42)4A! :1)4:! 3$A! 5')!
&445!&,'=:4A!K',!41)34,![F!',![N!74$,:.!R347!K'J5A!$U4,$@4!
&1@! :$@4&,J:3!2'U4,!'5!E,')42)4A!E',)1'5:!=$:! )3,44! )1%4:!
@,4$)4,! aF! ?! G.GGFNb! )3$5! =34,4! &,'=:4A! 'U4,! HP! :1)4:.!
R341,! 2'U4,! $U4,$@4A! HP.N! E4,245)! 15:1A4! $5A! d.\E4,245)!
'J):1A4! $)! HH!%'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! $5A! 41@3)!#7'%15@!
&1@! :$@4&,J:3! :1)4:.! >($1:A4((! aHP\[b! ,4E',)4A! (1))(4! ,4O
4:)$&(1:3%45)! 'K! %'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! HF! 74$,:! $K)4,!
&J,515@!15!VA$3'.!V5!$!:1%1($,!%$554,*!gJ:)!5',)3!'K!nSB!'5!
:4U45! Sn#<! :1)4:! &J,54A! HG! )'! Hc! 74$,:! E,4U1'J:(7*!
%'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! 2'U4,! $U4,$@4A! H.F! E4,245)!
2'%E$,4A! )'! [[! J5&J,54A! :1)4:! )3$)! $U4,$@4A! Hc.F! E4,245)!
A4:E1)4!U4,7!34$U7!&,'=:15@!a#$%&'()!$5A!')34,:!HPPPb.!
(
N+/I$( FZl45:1)7! 'K! 4:)$&(1:34A! %'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3!
E($5):! $5A! :E,'J)15@! :3,J&:! a8,445! ,$&&1)&,J:3*! ,J&&4,!
,$&&1)&,J:3*!$5A!@,$7!3',:4&,J:3b!E4,!dG!%F! a(!t!HGb!=1)3!
:)$5A$,A! A4U1$)1'5:! 15! E$,45)34:4:! $)! 45U1,'5%45)$((7!
E$1,4A!E,')42)4A!',!&,'=:4A!:1)4:!'5! )34!>($2?O)$1(4A!l44,!











d! c\.P!aHP.Hb! [F.\!aHH.Hb! G.GNH!
M! Nc.c!aHd.[b! cF.N!acc.Mb! G.G\P!
P! HcN.M!acP.Gb! HFP.c!a\M.cb! G.c\M!
HG! PP.H!aFN.\b! HG[.P!a[[.Nb! G.N[H!
HH! MN.d!aH\.cb! NH.c!aHF.Fb! G.GHM!
!70,"&*-#(%80"/%(
[! dN.G!aHF.Pb! c[.[!aHN.Mb! G.GG[!
c! MP.[!a[N.Hb! MM.H!aFc.[b! G.P[[!
N! d[.[!aHN.Mb! [G.H!aHc.Fb! G.GGH!
HF! Nd.F!aFH.cb! HdN.\!aN[.Fb! G.GG[!
$R34!2'%E$,$)1U4!F!U$(J4!K',!:1%1($,!15K4,4524:!1:!G.GH.!
!
j,A15$,1(7! )34! :E,'J)15@! :3,J&:! =4! :$%E(4A! :3'J(A! &4!
4`E42)4A! )'! K('J,1:3! $K)4,! K1,4! =1)3! (1@3)! )'! %'A4,$)4!
&,'=:15@! a#$%&'()! $5A! ')34,:! HPPP/! #$%&'()! $5A!
634,=''A! HPPPb*! J5)1(! :J224::1'5$((7! ,4E($24A! &7! )34!
3$&1)$)! )7E4! A'%15$5)*! %'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! a>($1:A4((!
HP\[/!#$%&'()!$5A!B$754!HPMd/!n'J5@!$5A!TU$5:!HPNcb.!
L'=4U4,*!=4! K'J5A!F! )'! [! )1%4:! $:!%J23! :E,'J)15@! :3,J&!
2'U4,! '5! J5&,'=:4A! :1)4:! $:! 2'%E$,4A! )'! &,'=:4A! :1)4:! $!
A42$A4! $K)4,! K1,4.!#$%&'()! $5A!634,=''A! aHPPPb! ,4E',)4A!
)='!E4,245)!2$5'E7!2'U4,!'K! :E,'J)15@! :3,J&:! 15!E,')42)4A!
$,4$:! $5A! H.H! E4,245)! =34,4! &,'=:4A! aF!?! G.GGFNb! '5! HP!
J5&J,54A!$,4$:! $2,'::! )34!Sn#<.!;43J:! aHPP\b!=',?15@!
'5! )34! Sn#<*! &J)! 5',)3! 'K! nSB! $(:'! K'J5A! 2'U4,! 'K!
3"#4*50"'2($*!)$`$!@,4$)4,!aF!?!G.GGHb!=34,4!&J,54A!aM.\!
E4,245)b! !HP! !74$,:! ! !4$,(14,! ! ! )3$5! ! !'5! ! !J5&J,54A! ! !$,4$:!!
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!aG.P!E4,245)b.!R34:4!4$,(14,!:)JA14:!:JEE',)!'J,!K15A15@:!)3$)!






n4(('=:)'54! S$)1'5$(! B$,?! )3$)! =4,4! 45U1,'5%45)$((7!
E$1,4A!$5A!:$%E(4A!)34!:J%%4,:!'K!HPPM!$5A!HPPP.!
!*&$( L0,&$1&$'(WmX( J0+c$'(WmX( L0,/+/*I*&3(o((+(
R$0/+1$,"%(6$#$&+&*,-(
H! \d.M!aN.Mb! \M.P!aP.db! G.\Hd!
F! [N.[!aM.[b! c\.\!ad.cb! G.GFF!
[! cP.[!a\.Hb! \H.F!a[.Nb! G.[\M!
c! \M.d!a\.db! \c.G!a[.[b! G.GcG!
\! dc.\!aM.Nb! \\.[!a[.cb! G.GFF!
d! dF.\!aN.Fb! \d.F!ac.[b! G.GFP!
N! \F.[!a[.Fb! cF.\!a[.cb! G.GGH!
M! \F.d!ad.Mb! \P.M!ac.Nb! G.GHN!
P! [P.F!ad.cb! cF.P!ad.Nb! G.FFH!
HG! cH.d!aHG.[b! \G.P!ad.Gb! G.GFc!
HH! cM.d!ad.[b! \d.P!ad.Hb! G.GGM!
HF! \\.F!a[.Gb! \\.P!a[.Pb! G.d[d!
L$0$--*+I(#0+%%$%(
H! \G.P!ad.[b! cc.H!ac.[b! G.GFM!
F! F[.H!aN.Fb! [H.[!a\.Pb! G.GHF!
[! [M.H!a\.[b! [\.[!ac.Mb! G.FFd!
c! cF.G!ad.Nb! [P.c!aF.Pb! G.FMM!
\! [F.P!a\.Gb! cF.[!ac.Fb! G.GGH!
d! cP.c!ad.Hb! cH.P!ac.Pb! G.GGN!
N! [N.N!aF.Mb! [G.M!ac.Gb! G.GGH!
M! [M.F!a\.\b! cd.N!ad.Gb! G.GG\!
P! FN.F!a\.db! [F.[!a\.Mb! G.GdF!
HG! FM.P!aM.db! [d.c!a[.\b! G.GFN!
HH! [F.[!a[.Fb! cF.\!a[.Hb! G.GGH!





=$:! 5')! $KK42)4A! aF! ?! G.HFb! &7! 4(?! &,'=:15@! 15! )34!
:1@51K12$5)!%$554,!)3$)!@,'=)3!$5A!:J&:4hJ45)(7!2'U4,!=$:!
15! )34! A42$A4! $K)4,! )34! HPMM! K1,4! a)$&(4! [b.! R31:! %$7! &4!
E$,)1$((7! 4`E($154A! &7! )34! K$2)! )3$)! :1)4:! 5154! $5A! HG! $,4!
('2$)4A! 15! A4E,4::1'5:! )3$)! $22J%J($)4! :5'=*! )34,4&7!
E,')42)15@! :%$((! 4:)$&(1:315@! E($5):! K,'%! &,'=:15@.!
#$%&'()!$5A!634,=''A!aHPPPb!A4)4,%154A!&,'=:15@!'5!HP!
J5&J,54A! Sn#<! :1)4:! =$:! 15)45:4! 45'J@3! )'! ,4AJ24!
:$@4&,J:3! A45:1)7.!R347! K'J5A! [G.\! E($5):!=34,4! &,'=:4A!
$5A!H\.[!E($5):!aE4,!dG!%Fb!aF!?!G.GGFNb!=34,4!E,')42)4A![F!
',![N!74$,:!=1)3!5'!?5'=5!K1,4!4U45):! :1524!4:)$&(1:3%45)!
'K!nSB.!jJ,! ,4:J():! (1?4(7! A1KK4,! AJ4! )'! )34! 15)4,$2)1'5! 'K!
&,'=:15@!$5A!K1,4!'U4,!$!:3',)4,!E4,1'A!'K!'54!A42$A4!=1)3!
=15)4,:! 'K! (4::! )3$5! $U4,$@4! :4U4,1)7! a9$,54:! HPPHb.! j5!
15)45:1U4(7! &,'=:4A*! &J,54A! $5A! J5&J,54A! E',)1'5:! 'K! )34!
Sn#<!5',)3!'K!nSB*!#$%&'()!$5A!')34,:!aHPPPb!K'J5A!$5!
$U4,$@4!'K!\F!E($5):!'5![[!J5&J,54A!:1)4:!$5A!Hc!E($5):!'5!
:4U45! &J,54A! :1)4:*! E4,! dG! %F*! HG! )'! Hc! 74$,:! $K)4,! K1,4.!
#$%&'()! $5A!L'KK%$5! aFGGHb! ,4E',)4A! )3$)! cN! E4,245)! 'K!
)34!%'J5)$15!&1@!:$@4&,J:3!E($5):!)3$)!4:)$&(1:34A!&4)=445!
HPNM!$5A!HPPF!A1A!:'!AJ,15@!HPMM!AJ4! )'!$!:4,14:!'K! 1A4$(!
2'5A1)1'5:.! #4! &4(14U4! )3$)! 1K! )34:4! 1A4$(! 2'5A1)1'5:! K',!
:3,J&! 4:)$&(1:3%45)! 3$A! 5')! 2'1521A4A! =1)3! )34! K1,4*! )3$)!
&')3! )34! %'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! A45:1)7! $5A! 2'U4,! =4!
K'J5A!='J(A!&4!2'5:1A4,$&(7!('=4,.!!
!
jJ,! K15A15@:! a)$&(4! [b! ,4@$,A15@! A45:1)14:! 'K! :E,'J)15@!
:3,J&:!$,4!hJ1)4!U$,1$&(4!$%'5@!:1)4:.!R31:! 1:! (1?4(7!AJ4!)'!
)34! :'J)34,(7! 4`E':J,4:! 'K! :1)4:! )3,44! $5A! :4U45!
$22J%J($)15@! (4::! :5'=! $5A! )34,4K',4*! E,'U1A15@! %',4!
&,'=:15@! 'EE',)J51)14:! K',! 4(?! )3$5! '5! :1)4:! K'J,! $5A! HF.!
jJ,! ,4:J():! K',! :E,'J)15@! :3,J&:! '5! 'J,! &J,54A! :)JA7! $,4$!
$@$15! A1KK4,! K,'%! J5&J,54A! E',)1'5:! 'K! )34! Sn#<!
a#$%&'()!$5A!634,=''A!HPPPb.!#31(4!'J,!:E,'J)15@!:3,J&!
A45:1)14:! =4,4! 5')! $(=$7:! (4::! =34,4! &,'=:4A*! #$%&'()!
$5A! 634,=''A! aHPPPb! ! K'J5A! 2'5:1:)45)(7! 31@34,! A45:1)14:!
aF! ?! G.GGFNb! =34,4! E,')42)4A! aHd.d! E4,! dG! %Fb! )3$5! '5!
&,'=:4A!E',)1'5:! aH[.H!E4,! dG!%Fb! 'K! HP! :1)4:.!R34!31@34,!
A45:1)14:! a)$&(4! [b! =4! K'J5A! K'(('=15@! &J,515@! $,4! U4,7!
2'%%'5! =1)3'J)! 15)45:4! &,'=:15@! a>($1:A4((! HP\[/!
#$%&'()! $5A! ')34,:! HPPP/! #$%&'()! $5A! B$754! HPMd/!





TU1A45)(7! %'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! 15! $5A! 'J)! 'K! )34!




45'J@3! )'! 4(1%15$)4! $((! %$)J,4! %'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3!
E($5):! '5! 'J,! :)JA7! $,4$.! R34! 4U45O$@4A! A1:),1&J)1'5! 'K!
%'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! E($5):! $2,'::! )34! $,4$! 15A12$)4:!
,44:)$&(1:3%45)!'22J,,4A!K,'%!:'1(!&',5!:44A!:J,U1U15@!)34!
K1,4! $5A! @4,%15$)15@! )3$)! @,'=15@! :4$:'5! a#$%&'()! $5A!
')34,:!HPPPb.!R34:4!:44A(15@:!&42$%4!4:)$&(1:34A!)3,'J@3!$!




#4! K'J5A! (1))(4! 1%E$2)! K,'%! =15)4,! @,$Q15@! '5! )34!
34,&$24'J:! :E4214:.! +'U4,! K',! )34! A'%15$5)! 34,&$24'J:!
:E4214:*!16#5?4#5(+*?-<'0$2! $5A!K/*0$<'+ -)'"5/(*-**! =$:!
5')!A1KK4,45)!=34,4!@,$Q4A!',!E,')42)4A.!R34!:$%4!=$:!),J4!
K',!K',&:!'U4,!$((!HF!:)JA7!:1)4:.!j)34,:!3$U4!,4E',)4A!(1))(4!
A1KK4,4524! 15!@,$::!',! K',&!E,'AJ2)1'5!'5! )34!Sn#<!K,'%!
41)34,! K1,4! ',! @,$Q15@! 2'%E$,4A! )'! E,')42)4A! $,4$:!
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!a+'J@345'J,! HPPH/! 615@4,! $5A! L$,)4,! HPPdb.! 61%1($,(7!
=1)3'J)!2'5:1A4,15@! )34! 15)4,$2)1'5!=1)3!K1,4! )3$)!'J,!:)JA7!
152(JA4A*! (1))(4! 23$5@4! 15! 34,&$24'J:! E$,$%4)4,:! AJ4! )'!
34,&1U',7! 3$:! &445! K'J5A! '5! )34! Sn#<! a+'J@345'J,!
HPPH/!L'J:)'5! HPMFb.!Z5A4,:)',7! 2'U4,!=$:! 5')! ('=4,! '5!
:1)4:! =1)3! 31@34,! :3,J&! 2'U4,.! R31:! 3$:! &445! K'J5A! 15!
=1A4:E,4$A! E,4U1'J:! ,4:4$,23!=3123! 15A12$)4A! )34! $&:4524!
'K! 152,4$:4A! 34,&$24'J:! E,'AJ2)1'5! K,'%! :$@4&,J:3!
,4AJ2)1'5! aD5A4,:'5! $5A! L'()4! HPMH/! >($1:A4((! HP\[/!
l$J&45%1,4! HPN\/! 0J5)Q! HPMF/! B44?! $5A! ')34,:! HPNP/!
#$%&'()! $5A! ')34,:! FGGHb.! >42$J:4! 'J,! %4$:J,4%45):!
=4,4! %$A4! HG! 74$,:! E':)OK1,4*! @,$Q15@! 1%E$2):! %$7! 3$U4!
&445!:%$((4,!)3$5!1K!%4$:J,4A!=1)315!$!2'JE(4!'K!74$,:!$K)4,!
)34!K1,4!a615@4,!$5A!L$,)4,!HPPdb.!L'=4U4,*!5154!74$,:!$K)4,!
$5')34,!nSB! K1,4!L'J:)'5! aHPMFb!A1A! K15A!54$,(7! )=124! $:!






L4,&$24'J:! E($5):! $,4! ?5'=5! )'! @454,$((7! :J:)$15! 5'5O
@,'=15@!:4$:'5!@,$Q15@!=1)3'J)!54@$)1U4!4KK42):!a+''?!$5A!
6)'AA$,)! HPd[b.! V5! $AA1)1'5*! 34,&$24'J:! E($5):! $,4! 'K)45!
,4($)1U4(7! J5$U$1($&(4! K',! 15)45:4! =15)4,! @,$Q15@! AJ4! )'!
:5'=! 2'U4,.! R34,4! =4,4! 5'! 1%E',)$5)! 4KK42):! K,'%! 4(?!
=15)4,! @,$Q15@! '5! 34,&$24'J:! :E4214:! K'(('=15@! )34! HPMM!
=1(AK1,4!'5!'J,!:)JA7!$,4$.!R3J:*!=4!$224E)!'J,!37E')34:1:!
K',! 34,&$24'J:!E($5):*! )3$)! 4(?!34,&1U',7!A1A!5')! 15K(J4524!
)341,!,42'U4,7!K,'%!K1,4.!!
!
L'=4U4,*! )34! 1%E$2)! 'K! J5@J($)4! =15)4,! &,'=:15@! '5!
J5&J,54A!4:)$&(1:34A! :)$5A:!'K!%'J5)$15!&1@! :$@4&,J:3!'5!
)34! Sn#<! 1:! A'2J%45)4A! )'! 152(JA4! A42(154:! a;43J:!
HPP\/! #$%&'()! HPPM/! #$%&'()! $5A! 634,=''A! HPPPb.!
V5U4:)1@$)1'5:! 15! )34! @,4$)4,! n4(('=:)'54! $,4$! 'K! K1,4!
1%E$2):! '5! )31:! 1%E',)$5)! Sn#<! )$`'5! 15A12$)4! )3$)!
)7E12$((7! )34,4! 1:! %151%$(! ,42'U4,7! 'K! %'J5)$15! &1@!
:$@4&,J:3! :)$5A:! K',! :4U4,$(! A42$A4:! K'(('=15@! K1,4!
a#$%&'()!HPPM/!#$%&'()!$5A!;2S4$(!HPMN/!#$%&'()!$5A!
')34,:! HPPP/! #$%&'()! $5A! ')34,:! FGGHb.! 9',)J5$)4(7! K',!
:$@4&,J:3! A4E45A$5)! =1(A(1K4*! HPMM*! )34! 74$,! 'K! )34! ($,@4!
n4(('=:)'54!K1,4:!E,'U1A4A! 1A4$(!2'5A1)1'5:!K',!54$,(7!3$(K!
'K! $((! %'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! 4:)$&(1:34A! '5! )34! Sn#<!
&4)=445! HPNM! $5A! HPPF! )'! &4@15! @,'=)3! a#$%&'()! $5A!
L'KK%$5! FGGHb.! <4($)1U4(7! ,$E1A! 4:)$&(1:3%45)! =$:!
E,'%')4A! &7! K$U',$&(4! @4,%15$)1'5! $5A! 4:)$&(1:3%45)!
2'5A1)1'5:! )34! 74$,! K'(('=15@! )34! K1,4.! #1)3'J)! )34:4!
K$U',$&(4! 2'5A1)1'5:*! J5A'J&)4A(7!%'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3!
2'U4,! $5A! A45:1)7! ='J(A! 3$U4! &445! %J23! ('=4,! '5(7! $!
A42$A4!$K)4,! )34!K1,4!=345!=4!2'5AJ2)4A!'J,! 15U4:)1@$)1'5.!
R3J:*!1)!1:!5')!:J,E,1:15@!=4!K'J5A!%'J5)$15!&1@!:$@4&,J:3!
E($5):! A1A! 4:)$&(1:3! 4hJ$((7! '5! :1)4:! 41)34,! E,')42)4A! ',!
$U$1($&(4!)'!4(?!&,'=:15@!$!A42$A4!$K)4,!K1,4.!!
!
V5! 2'5:1A4,15@! )34! 42'('@12$(! 1%E(12$)1'5:! 'K! Sn#<!
&,'=:15@! '5! :$@4&,J:3! 2'%%J51)14:! 4(:4=34,4! 1)! 1:!
1%E',)$5)! )'! ,4$(1Q4! )3$)! 'J,! :)JA7! :1)4:! 3$A! 5')! &445!
:J&g42)4A! )'!$:!%J23!E$:)!34,&1U',7!$:!=4,4!')34,!Sn#<!
:1)4:!E,4U1'J:(7!A'2J%45)4A!)3$)! )7E12$((7!3$U4!%',4!'E45!
=15)4,:! K',! K',$@15@! a;43J:! HPP\/! #$%&'()! HPPM/!
#$%&'()!$5A!')34,:!HPPP/!#$%&'()!$5A!634,=''A!HPPPb.!
R31:!=$:!E$,)1$((7!AJ4!)'!'J,!:)JA7!:1)4!('2$)1'5!=3123!=$:!





;':)! 1%E',)$5)(7! =4! (4$,54A! )3$)! ,4@$,A(4::! 'K! E$:)!
&,'=:15@! (4U4(:! $5A! K$:)! ,42'U4,7! K,'%! )34! K1,4! ,4@$,A(4::!
'K! &,'=:15@*! )3$)! &,'=:15@! $KK42):! )34! @,'=)3! 'K!
4:)$&(1:315@! %'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! E($5):.! R34! 2'U4,! 'K!
)34! %'J5)$15! &1@! :$@4&,J:3! E($5):! =$:! :1@51K12$5)(7!
,4AJ24A! K,'%! &,'=:15@*! )34,4&7! ,4AJ215@! )34! $%'J5)! 'K!
K',$@4!)347!E,'AJ24!K',!=15)4,15@!J5@J($)4:!(1?4!4(?!$:!=4((!
$:! ')34,! 3$&1)$)! U$(J4:! a#$%&'()! $5A! ')34,:! HPPcb.! #4!
)34,4&7! ,4g42)! 'J,! 37E')34:1:! ,4@$,A15@! %'J5)$15! &1@!




$((! :3,J&:! 2'%%'5(7! $::'21$)4A! =1)3! %'J5)$15! &1@!
:$@4&,J:3!=4,4!1%E$2)4A!:1%1($,(7.!R341,!A42(154!K,'%!K1,4!
$5A!&,'=:15@! 1:! )7E12$((7!J54`E42)4A*!E$,)1$((7!&42$J:4!$((!
'K! )34:4! :3,J&:! 3$U4! $! 3$&1)! 'K! :E,'J)15@! =345! A1:)J,&4A!
)3$)! @454,$((7! ,4:J():! 15! 152,4$:4A! @,'=)3*! 5')! $! A42(154!
a#$%&'()!$5A!634,=''A!HPPPb.!D!A42$A4!$K)4,!)34!K1,4!)34!
:E,'J)15@! :3,J&:! :3'=! )34! :$%4! 34,&1U',7! A1%151:34A!





=1)3! 15)45:4! 4(?! 34,&1U',7*! 'J,! E($5)! ,4:E'5:4! K15A15@:!
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+&("-&-$ -+)2*#+2*-$ '&%-')3$ 423-&3&$ &31$ %*//2)-%$ %'5')&6$
%&#'()*%+71'/'31'3-$ %/'8"'%$ "386*1"3#$ 9)'&-')$ :&#'7#)2*%'$
".&,%$/0&$01)! 1$/23*)(*,1)-.$ ;'$ %&</6'1$ =>$ (*)3'17*3(*)3'1$
/&")'1$ %"-'%$ "3$ 8'3-)&6$ &31$ %2*-+'&%-')3$ 423-&3&$ 12<"3&-'1$ (?$
;?2<"3#$ ("#$ %&#'()*%+$ "%%/.! 45/'(,6&,)()-.$ @"<'$ %"38'$ A")'$
)&3#'1$ A)2<$ >$ -2$ BC$ ?'&)%.$ D)'%8)"('1$ (*)3%$ &31$ 0"61A")'%$
-?/"8&66?$ )'%*6-'1$ "3$ -+'$82</6'-'$<2)-&6"-?$2A$("#$%&#'()*%+.$;'$
A2*31$3'#6"#"(6'$/2%-7A")'$;?2<"3#$("#$%&#'()*%+$)'825')?$A2)$EC$
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R$<*1$II"I,%$( ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! P1,&37$( .T9( 2DI*#-*-( JI"1+-( S+--+-(
+jF!
EE%U! cGGG! \FGG! NHFG! T2')7E4! T2')7E4! +jF! T2')7E4! +jF! T2')7E4! +jF!
! OOOOOOOOOOOOOO~OOOOOOOOOOOOOO! ~! ~! ~! ~! ~! ~! ~!
FNG!! FH.[&OA! FH.c&2! Fc.G$! -'=!!!FH.F$! -'=!!N.N$&! FNG!!!M.N$! -'=!!!FH.P$! FNG!!FG.G&! -'=!!!G.HF&! FNG!!!G.FF$!
[FG!! FF.F$O2! FH.F&OA! FF.c$O2! ;1A!!!!FH.[$! ;1A!!!!M.M$! [FG!!d.[&! ;1A!!!!FF.F$! [FG!!FG.N&! ;1A!!!!G.FH$! [FG!!G.HG&!
[NG!! FG.P2A! FH.P$O2! FH.[&OA! L1@3!!HM.d&! L1@3!!d.d&! [NG!!!M.F$! L1@3!!FG.H&! [NG!!!FF.d$! L1@3!!G.H[&! [NG!G.Hd$&!
cFG!! HP.[A! F[.F$&! FH.P$O2! ! ! cFG!!!N.N$! ! cFG!!!FF.[$! ! cFG!!G.H[&!
DSjWD!!!!!!!!T2')7E4! G.GHM\! wG.GGGH! G.GFc[! ! G.GH\M! ! G.Gd\P! !
! +jF! G.cdMM! G.\M[F! ! G.GGPG! ! G.GGdP! ! G.GGM\!
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)'! F.F! E4,245)! $5A! F.M! E4,245)! 15! FGGd! $5A! FGGN*!
,4:E42)1U4(7.! R31:! ,4E,4:45):! $! dH.G! E4,245)! 152,4$:4!
&4)=445! FGG\! $5A! FGGd! $5A! $! HGc.P! E4,245)! 152,4$:4!
&4)=445!FGG\!$5A!FGGN!aK1@J,4!Fb.!l1`14!3$,,'=!152,4$:4A!
5'5O:$@4&,J:3! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! $('5@! )34! ),$5:42):! K,'%! N.[!
E4,245)!15!FGG\!)'!HF.\!$5A!H[.P!E4,245)!15!FGGd!$5A!FGGN.!
R31:! ,4E,4:45):! $! NH.G! E4,245)! 152,4$:4! &4)=445! FGG\! $5A!
FGGd! $5A! MP.F! E4,245)! 152,4$:4! &4)=445! FGG\! $5A! FGGN.!
R34! 2'5),'(]:! 5'5O:$@4&,J:3! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! 152,4$:4A! K,'%!
d.P!E4,245)!15!FGG\!)'!M.G!$5A!M.[!E4,245)!15!FGGd!$5A!FGGN.!




8,$%15'1A! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! $('5@! )34! ),$5:42):! 15! %'=4A!
),4$)%45):! A42,4$:4A! K,'%! [[.\! E4,245)! 15! FGG\!
E,4),4$)%45)!%4$:J,4%45):! )'! FF.H! E4,245)! E':)! ),4$)%45)!
15! FGGd! $! A42,4$:4! 15! 2'U4,! 'K! [c.F! E4,245).! V)! )345!
152,4$:4A! )'![P.N!E4,245)! 15!FGGN! ,4E,4:45)15@! $5! 152,4$:4!
'K!HM.[!E4,245)!=345!2'%E$,15@!FGG\! )'!FGGN.!8,$%15'1A!
2$5'E7!2'U4,!$('5@!)34!),$5:42):!15!l1`14!3$,,'=!),4$)%45):!
$(:'! A42(154A! E':)O),4$)%45)! K,'%! HH.N! E4,245)! 15! FGG\! )'!
d.N! E4,245)! 15! FGGd! $! A42,4$:4! 'K! c[.[! E4,245).! V5! FGGN!
2$5'E7! 2'U4,! $('5@! )34! ),$5:42):! 152,4$:4A! )'! Fd! E4,245)!
,4E,4:45)15@! $! HFH.P! E4,245)! 152,4$:4! &4)=445! FGG\! $5A!
FGGN! aK1@J,4! [b.! +'5),'(:! $(:'! 4`E4,14524A! $! A42(154! 15!
@,$%15'1A! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! &4)=445! FGG\! $5A! FGGd.! +'U4,!
A42,4$:4A! cF.G! E4,245)! K,'%! FN.c! )'! H\.P! E4,245)! =1)3! $5!
152,4$:4!15!FGGN!)'!F[.M!E4,245)!&J)!2$5'E7!2'U4,!,4%$154A!





K',&:*! A42,4$:4A! $('5@! )34! ),$5:42):! 15! %'=4A! ),4$)%45):!
K,'%! E,4),4$)%45)! (4U4(:! 'K! [.P! E4,245)! )'! [.G! E4,245)! 15!
FGGd!$!A42,4$:4!'K!FH.P!E4,245)!2'U4,.!9',&!2'U4,!152,4$:4A!
15! FGGN! )'! [.[! E4,245)! ,4E,4:45)15@! $5! 'U4,$((! A42,4$:4! 'K!
Hd.[!E4,245)!&4)=445!FGG\!$5A!FGGN.!9',&!2$5'E7!2'U4,!15!
l1`14!3$,,'=!),4$)%45):!152,4$:4A!K,'%!G.P!E4,245)!15!FGG\!
)'! N.G! E4,245)! 15! FGGd! )31:! ,4E,4:45):! $! dNP.d! E4,245)!
152,4$:4.!V5!FGGN!K',&!2'U4,!A42,4$:4A!)'!c.M!E4,245)!$('5@!








R34! $U4,$@4! &J(?! 341@3)! 'K! &')3! @,$%15'1A:! $5A! K',&:*!





63,J&*! @,$%15'1A*! $5A! K',&! :E4214:! ,12354::! A1A! 5')!
:1@51K12$5)(7!23$5@4!AJ,15@!)34!)='!74$,:!E':)O),4$)%45)!15!
$57!),$5:42)!,4@$,A(4::!'K!)34!),4$)%45)!aF+x!G.HGb.!V5!FGGd!
:44A4A! K',&! :E4214:! =4,4! A4)42)4A! 15! K1U4! ),$5:42):!
2'5:1:)15@! 'K! $(K$(K$! K'J5A! $('5@! '54! ),$5:42)! $5A! :%$((!
&J,54)! K'J5A! $('5@! K'J,! ),$5:42):.! R34:4! 15A1U1AJ$(:! =4,4!
5')! :J&:4hJ45)(7! A4)42)4A! $('5@! )34! ),$5:42):! 15! FGGN.!S'!
A4)42)1'5! 'K! $57! :44A(15@! :44A4A! @,$::! :E4214:! '22J,,4A!
$('5@!)34!),$5:42):!15!FGGd!',!FGGN.!
(
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l1`14! 3$,,'=*! E')45)1$((7! $(('=15@! K',! 2'%E4)1)1U4! ,4(4$:4!
'K! @,$%15'1A:! $5A! K',&:! )'! 1%E,'U4! 4$,(7! &,''A! ,4$,15@!
3$&1)$)!K',!)34!8J551:'5!:$@4@,'J:4.!+'5),'(:!%$15)$154A!$!
2'5:1:)45)! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! 'U4,! )34! 2'J,:4! 'K! )34! :)JA7!
15A12$)15@! )3$)! )34! A42,4$:4! :445! K,'%! %'=15@! $5A!
3$,,'=15@! 2$5! &4! $)),1&J)4A! )'! )34! ),4$)%45).! V5! FGGN!
:$@4&,J:3! 15! %'=4A! ),$5:42):! 4`E4,14524A! $! 2'5)15J4A!
A42(154! 15! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! =31(4! :$@4&,J:3! 15! 3$,,'=4A!
),$5:42):! 152,4$:4A*!&7!PN.\!2%!a[.F!K)b.!R34!A42,4$:4!:445!
15!)34!%'=15@!,4E,4:45):!2'5)15J4A!:3,J&!A14&$2?!&4)=445!
FGGd! $5A! FGGN.! L'=4U4,! :$@4&,J:3! 15! 3$,,'=4A! :1)4:!
152,4$:4A! 15! 2'U4,! &4)=445! FGGd! $5A! FGGN! 15A12$)15@! )3$)!
)34! E($5):! ,4:E'5A4A! )'! ),4$)%45).! R31:! 152,4$:4! %$7! &4!
:445! $:! $5! J5J:J$((7! 31@3! 23$5@4! 15! $! :15@(4! @,'=15@!
:4$:'5! &J)! @1U45! )3$)! ),$5:42)! 2'U4,! U$(J4:! $,4! 2'%E1(4A!




S'5O:$@4&,J:3! :3,J&! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! A$)$*! =31(4! 2'5)$1515@!
%4$:J,4%45):! K,'%! K'J,! :E4214:*! 1:! E,4A'%15$5)(7!
2'%E,1:4A! 'K! ,$&&1)&,J:3! a3"#4*50"'2($*! :E.b.! ;'=15@!
2,4$)4A!$5!152,4$:4!'K!5'5O:$@4&,J:3!:3,J&!2$5'E7!2'U4,!'K!
HGc.P!E4,245)!&4)=445!FGG\!$5A!FGGN.!+'5),'(:!:3'=4A!$5!
152,4$:4! 'K! FG.c! E4,245)! &4)=445! FGG\! $5A! FGGN.! #345!
:),12)(7!2'%E$,15@!)34!%'=15@!),4$)%45)!E4,245)!A1KK4,4524!




$! ($,@4! E4,245)! 23$5@4! &J)! )31:! ,4E,4:45):! $5! $,)1K121$((7!
15K($)4A! ,4E,4:45)$)1'5! 'K! ),4$)%45)! 4KK42).! +'%E$,1:'5! 'K!
)34!:('E4:!'K!)34!(154:*!=3123!15A12$)4:!)34!A4@,44!'K!23$5@4!
K,'%! FGG\! )'! FGGN*! 'KK4,:! $! %',4! $22J,$)4! $::4::%45)! 'K!
),4$)%45)! 4KK42).! R34! :('E4:! K',!%'=4A! :1)4:! $5A! 2'5),'(:!
$,4! $(%':)! 1A45)12$(/!4tG.N`! K',! )34! 2'5),'(:! $5A!4tG.NHd`!
K',!%'=15@.!R31:!:('E4!2'%E$,1:'5!15A12$)4:!)3$)!)34,4!=$:!
$(%':)! 5'! A1KK4,4524! 15! )34! A4@,44! 'K! 23$5@4! &4)=445!
%'=4A!$,4$:!$5A!2'5),'(:!K',!5'5O:$@4&,J:3!2$5'E7!2'U4,!
aK1@J,4![b.!V5!l1`14!3$,,'=!),4$)%45):!5'5O:$@4&,J:3!:3,J&!
2$5'E7! 2'U4,! 152,4$:4A! MP.F! E4,245)! &4)=445! FGG\! $5A!
FGGN.! +'5),'(:! 152,4$:4A! FG.c! E4,245)! &4)=445! FGG\! $5A!
FGGN.! 61524! )34! ),4$)%45)! $5A! )34! 2'5),'(! %4$5! 2$5'E7!
2'U4,! =4,4! U4,7! :1%1($,! 15! FGG\*! N.[! $5A! d.M! E4,245)!




K',!%'=15@! aO[c.F! E4,245)b*!l1`14! 3$,,'=! aOc[.[! E4,245)b*!
$5A!2'5),'(:!aOcF.G!E4,245)b.!R31:!=$:!)345!K'(('=4A!&7!$5!
152,4$:4!15!2'U4,!K',!$((!)3,44!),4$)%45):!&4)=445!FGGd!$5A!
FGGN.! R31:! 151)1$(! A42(154! 15! FGGd! 2'1521A4:! =1)3! $5!
$&5',%$((7! ('=! $%'J5)! 'K! E,421E1)$)1'5! 15! CJ(7*! $! 2,1)12$(!
@,'=15@!E4,1'A*!15A12$)15@!)3$)!)31:!J51U4,:$(!A42,4$:4!1:!)34!
,4:J()! 'K! 2(1%$)12! U$,1$)1'5.! V5! FGGN! @,$%15'1A! 2'U4,! K',!
%'=15@:!3$A!152,4$:4A!)'!HM.[!E4,245)!$&'U4!FGG\!U$(J4:.!
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#31(4! )31:! ,4E,4:45):!$5!'U4,$((! 152,4$:4! )34,4! 1:!:JKK12145)!
'U4,($E! 15! )34! U$,1$)1'5! =1)315! )34! :$%E(4:! K',! FGG\! $5A!
FGGN! )'! U14=! )31:! 152,4$:4! =1)3! 2$J)1'5.! +3$5@4:! 15!
@,$%15'1A! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! 15! ,4:E'5:4! )'! %'=15@! ,4%$15:!
J52(4$,! $5A! KJ,)34,! '&:4,U$)1'5! 1:! 544A4A! )'! A4)4,%154! 1K!




15! @,$%15'1A! 2'U4,! 1:! AJ4! )'! ),4$)%45)! &7! l1`14! 3$,,'=!
aK1@J,4! [b.! R34! @,$%15'1A! 2'U4,! 15! )34! 2'5),'(:! $(:'!
4`E4,14524A! $5! 152,4$:4! 15! FGGN! &J)! 1)! =$:! :)1((! OH[.H!
E4,245)! &4('=! FGG\! 2$5'E7! U$(J4:.! R34! ,4:E'5:4! 'K! )34!
2'5),'(:!KJ,)34,!U$(1A$)4:!)3$)!)34!151)1$(!A42(154!15!FGGd!2$5!
&4! $)),1&J)4A! )'! 45U1,'5%45)$(! 2'5A1)1'5:.! V)! $(:'! :J@@4:):!
)3$)! )34! 152,4$:4! :445! 15! 3$,,'=4A! :1)4:! 1:! AJ4! )'! )34!
),4$)%45).!!
!
D55J$(! $5A! E4,4551$(! K',&! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! A42,4$:4A! K',!
2'5),'(:! aOFG.[! E4,245)b! $5A! %'=15@! aOFH.P! E4,245)b!
&4)=445!FGG\!$5A!FGGd!)345!,4%$154A!4::45)1$((7!)34!:$%4!
15! FGGN! aK1@J,4! [b.! R34! :1%1($,1)7! 15! ,4:E'5:4! &4)=445!
%'=15@! $5A! 2'5),'(:! :J@@4:):! )3$)! )34,4! =$:! 5'! 4KK42)! 'K!
%'=15@! '5! K',&! 2'U4,! =1)315! )34! K1,:)! )='! 74$,:! E':)O
),4$)%45).!l1`14!3$,,'=!K',&!2'U4,!152,4$:4A!&4)=445!FGG\!
$5A! FGGd! )345! A42(154A! 15! FGGN.!R34! A,$%$)12! 152,4$:4! 15!
FGGd!1:!E$,)1$((7!AJ4!)'!$!($,@4!5J%&4,!'K!$55J$(!K',&:.!R34!
A42(154!15!FGGN!152',E',$)4:!$!=4$?4,!E,'AJ2)1'5!'K!$55J$(!
K',&:!$5A! 1:!%',4! ,4E,4:45)$)1U4!'K! )34! ),4$)%45)!4KK42)!'5!
E4,4551$(! K',&!E,'AJ2)1'5.!D@$15!E4,245)!A1KK4,4524!=1)315!
)34! 3$,,'=4A! ),4$)%45):! %J:)! &4! 15)4,E,4)4A! =1)3! :'%4!
2$J)1'5! :1524! )34! &4@15515@! U$(J4! 1:! :%$((*! G.P*! $5A! $57!




644A15@! :J224::! K',! )31:! :)JA7!=$:!%$,@15$(.!S'!A4)42)1'5!
'K!:44A4A!@,$::!:44A(15@:!$5A!'5(7!K1U4!15A1U1AJ$(:!'K!K',&:!
$K)4,!)='!74$,:!:J@@4:):!)3$)!:44A!@4,%15$)1'5!$5A!:44A(15@!
:J,U1U$(! 1:!U4,7! ('=! 15! )31:! :7:)4%*!4:E421$((7!$%'5@!5'5O
('2$(!@45')7E4:.!>$:4A!'5!)34!('=!:J224::!,$)4!$)!)34:4!:1)4:*!
:44A15@! %$7! 5')! E,'U1A4! $57! $AA1)1'5$(! &454K1):! 15! )31:!
42':7:)4%.! R31:! KJ,)34,! ,415K',24:! )34! 1A4$! )3$)! 1K!




R34:4! A$)$! ,4E,4:45)! )34! 23$5@4:! '&:4,U4A! =1)315! $!
A75$%12!$5A!2'%E(4`!:$@4&,J:3!42':7:)4%!)='!74$,:!E':)!
),4$)%45).! R='! 74$,:! 1:! $! :3',)! )1%4OK,$%4! )'! $::4::! )34!
,4:E'5:4!'K!$!E($5)!2'%%J51)7! )'!A1:)J,&$524.!R31:!:3'J(A!
&4! ?4E)! 15!%15A!=1)3! 15)4,E,4)15@! )34:4! ,4:J():.! +'5)15J4A!





R34,4!=4,4!5J%4,'J:!E4'E(4! 15U'(U4A! 15! )34!%4)3'A'('@7!
A4U4('E%45)! $5A! A$)$! 2'((42)1'5! 'K! )31:! :)JA7.!#4! ='J(A!
(1?4! )'! )3$5?! )34! K'(('=15@! K',! )341,! 2'5),1&J)1'5! )'! )34!






















S,4*-#(>??E( FH.P! ! H.c! ! [[.\! ! [.P! !
S,4*-#(>??B( Hd.c! OF\.F! F.F! dH.G! FF.H! O[c.F! [.G! OFH.P!
S,4*-#(>??G( Hc.M! O[F.F! F.M! HGc.P! [P.N! HM.[! [.[! OHd.[!
R+00,4(>??E( [N.c! ! N.[! ! HH.N! ! G.P! !
R+00,4(>??B( H[.N! Od[.[! HF.\! NH.G! d.N! Oc[.[! N.G! dNP.d!
R+00,4(>??G( Hd.P! O\c.P! H[.P! MP.F! Fd.G! HFH.P! c.M! cFN.M!
),-&0,I(>??E( HN.G! ! d.P! ! FN.c! ! HH.M! !
),-&0,I(>??B( Hd.\! OF.P! M.G! Hd.H! H\.P! OcF.G! P.c! OFG.[!
),-&0,I(>??G( Hd.\! OF.P! M.[! FG.c! F[.M! OH[.H! P.N! OHN.M!
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!"#$%&"$%'( '")( *$%'"+)*')#,( -./.0( #123#13,( &344)#5( 6$#)*'*( $6(
7$''$,+$$8( 3,8( +144$+( 3#)( 9)1,&( 1,:38)8( 95( +$$85( );$'17*0(
2#1<3#145(=%**13,($41:)(3,8(*34'(7)83#.(>)(+$,8)#)8(+"3'()66)7'(
'"1*(<1&"'( "3:)($,(,3'1:)(2$441,3'$#(2$2%43'1$,*.(?$441,3'$#*(3#)(
1,81*2),*394)( 7$,'#19%'$#*( '$( 91$81:)#*1'50( )7$*5*')<( ")34'"0( 3,8(
"%<3,( 6$$8(2#$8%7'1$,.(=)7),'(8)741,)*( 1,(2$441,3'$#(39%,83,7)(
3,8(")34'"0(*%7"(3*(73'3*'#$2"17(8)741,)*(1,("$,)5(9))(2$2%43'1$,*(
8%)( '$(@$4$,5(@$4432*)(A1*$#8)#0( "3*( #),)+)8( 1,')#)*'( 1,(,3'1:)(
2$441,3'$#*(3,8('")()7$*5*')<(*)#:17)*( '")5(2#$:18).( B,*)7'*(+)#)(
7$44)7')8( 6#$<( +144$+0( =%**13,( $41:)( 3,8( *34'( 7)83#( '"#$%&"$%'(
C2#14( 3,8( D35( $6( EFFG( 3,8( EFFH( %*1,&( *+))2( ,)'*.( I$#( )37"(
7$44)7'1$,( 8350( ,)'*( +)#)( *+)2'( $:)#( '")( '3#&)'( *"#%9*( 6$#( 3(
*2)7161)8( ,%<9)#( 6$#( 23**)*( '$( ),*%#)( )J%34( 7$44)7'1$,( )66$#'.(
B,*)7'*(+)#)(7$%,')8(3,8(18),'161)8('$(63<145.(!$'34(,%<9)#*(+)#)(
38K%*')8( 95( ,%<9)#( $6( *+))2L835*.( !$'34( 1,*)7'( 39%,83,7)( +3*(
&#)3')*'( 6$#( +144$+*( MNN.O( 1,*)7'*( 2)#( *+))2L835P0( 6$44$+)8( 95(
=%**13,( $41:)( MEH.QP( 3,8( *34'( 7)83#( MR.HP.( >144$+*( 34*$( "38( '")(
&#)3')*'(,%<9)#($6(1,*)7'($#8)#*(3,8(63<141)*(#)2#)*),')8.(S6('")(
6$%#( 2#1<3#5( 1,*)7'( 2$441,3'$#( $#8)#*0( +144$+( "38( '")( &#)3')*'(
,%<9)#*($6(812')#3,*0("5<),$2')#3,*0(3,8(4)218$2')#3,*(7$44)7')8(
2)#( *+))2L835.( =%**13,( $41:)( "38( '")( &#)3')*'( ,%<9)#( $6(
7$4)$2')#3,*.( >"),( 3,'*( 3,8( 7"34718*( +)#)( );74%8)8( 6#$<( '")(
"5<),$2')#3,*0( +144$+*( *'144( "38( '")( &#)3')*'( ,%<9)#*( 3,8(
2#$2$#'1$,*($6( "5<),$2')#3,*( 73%&"'.( B'( 322)3#*( '"3'( '")(+144$+(
"391'3'( 1*( 1<2$#'3,'( '$( 2$441,3'1,&( 1,*)7'*0( )*2)713445( 9))*.( B,(





"#$%&! '()! *+,,#)! -+$! ./0%,)! 10##)2! +%! 3)%'/0#! 4)5!
*)6+3$7! /+80/+0%! &0##)/2! 9$/):':! $9! 3$''$%5$$,! ;?$2%4%*(
6#)<$,'11<! 0%,! 5+##$5! ;/341;! :88=<! 0/)! >)+%&! +%?0,),! >2!
5$$,2! )6$'+3:7! 8/+@0/+#2! -A::+0%! $#+?)! ;T43)3&,%*(
3,&%*'16$413<! 0%,! :0#'3),0/! ;!3<3#1;! :88=<=! B()! 8/+@0/2!
30A:)! 9$/! '(+:! +%?0:+$%! +:! '()! #03C! $9! 8A#:)D9#$$,! /)&+@):!
,A)! '$! 50')/! ,+?)/:+$%! 0%,! 9#$5! /)&A#0'+$%! ;.#)%%! 0%,!
40&#)/! EFFGH! I0'J! 0%,! K(09/$'(! EFFL<=! B():)! %$%D%0'+?)!
8#0%':!$9')%!$33A/!+%!,)%:)!'(+3C)':!5+'(!@0%2!,)0,!:')@:7!
5(+3(! +%3/)0:)! '()! /+:C! $9! 9+/)7! '()/)>2! /),A3+%&! 3$?)/! $9!
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F*/$)50*$6'+ 2/(V-/*--g@$(-?/#$*+ *<5?$&5#$2! |l'J@($:!
K1,f<'2?7!;'J5)$15! gJ51E4,}! 3$&1)$)! )7E4/! ,1E$,1$5f=4)($5A!




aF5?$&$*+ 0#/2$&5-)/*gC/#%/#-*+ #/?/(*! |hJ$?15@!
$:E45fj,4@'5! @,$E4}! 3$&1)$)! )7E4/! ,1E$,1$5f=4)($5A! )7E4/!
5J%&4,!'K!:)$5A:!:$%E(4A!t!cb.!
!
-'=4:)!$U4,$@4!5J%&4,!'K! :E4214:!E4,! :)$5A!t!N.F! :E4214:!
aF5?$&$*+ )/&05-)/*f<4245)! D((JU1$(! >$,! |8,4$)! B($15:!





a@$(-?/#$*+ "5#-V5(0'&-*g3'#/Q+ "/&-5?"-&'! |2,44E15@!
gJ51E4,f:J5! :4A@4}! 3$&1)$)! )7E4/! JE($5A! )7E4/! 5J%&4,! 'K!
:)$5A:!:$%E(4A!t!db.!
!
-'=4:)!$U4,$@4!5J%&4,!'K! :E4214:!E4,! :)$5A!t!d.H! :E4214:!
aJ5A1:)J,&4A! :)$5A:! 'K! )34! !'&-Q+ /Q-6$'! |:$5A&$,! =1(('=}!





a16#5?4#5(+ *?-<'0$2gC5$0/&5$'+ <$#0-?/()$&'! |&(J4&J523!
=34$)@,$::f:1A4'$):! @,$%$}! 3$&1)$)! )7E4/! JE($5A! )7E4/!
5J%&4,!'K!:)$5A:!:$%E(4A!t!cb.!
!
-'=4:)!$U4,$@4!5J%&4,!'K! :E4214:!E4,! :)$5A!t!H.\! :E4214:!
a($)4!:4,$(!)'!2(1%$`!:)$5A:!'K!)34!!<-#?$*+'<$0$*!|3$,A:)4%!








-'=4:)!$U4,$@4!5J%&4,!'K! :E4214:!E4,! :)$5A!t!H.c! :E4214:!
a($)4!:4,$(!)'!2(1%$`!:)$5A:!'K!)34!>4?"'+&'0-.5&-'!|2'%%'5!
2$))$1(}! 3$&1)$)! )7E4/! ,1E$,1$5f=4)($5A! )7E4/! 5J%&4,! 'K!
:)$5A:!:$%E(4A!t![db.!
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),44:*! :3,J&:*! @,$%15'1A:*! K',&:*! K4,5:f$((14:*! $5A! &I)2&3)!
$&'.59!$.I)2!.:!)&$%!*#:):.2,!32.+5!5)2!4(&'6!4&,5*)6!&7!
3$&1)$)! )7E4! a3.).b! $5A! 2'%%J51)7! )7E4! a2.).b.! R34! )$&(4!
152(JA4:!'5(7!)3':4!)7E4:!a3.).f2.).b! )3$)!3$A!$!($,@4!45'J@3!
:$%E(4!:1Q4!)'!152(JA4!$!:J%%$,7!)$&(4!15!)34!A4:2,1E)1'5!'K!
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$U4,$@4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! E4,! :)$5A! )3$5! 34,&$24'J:O
A'%15$)4A!)7E4:.!j524!$@$15*!)34,4!$,4!4`24E)1'5:!)'!)31:!
),45A*!:J23!$:!)34!:)$5A:!'K!)34!($)4!:4,$(!)'!2(1%$`!!0-?'+
<52'0'g3'#/Q+ "/&-5?"-&'! a544A(4O$5AO)3,4$Af:J5! :4A@4b!
3$&1)$)! )7E4!=1)3! $5! $U4,$@4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! E4,! :)$5A! 'K!
FGG.G!E4,245)!$5A!$!)')$(!:$%E(4!:1Q4!'K!c!:)$5A:.!!
?! R7E4:! K'J5A! '5! %4:12! :1)4:! )45A! )'! 3$U4! )34! ($,@4:)!
$U4,$@4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! E4,! :)$5A*! =1)3! )3':4! K'J5A! '5!
41)34,! A,7! :1)4:! ',! )34! =4)! :1)4:! 3$U15@! ('=4,! $%'J5):.!
;$57!'K! )34!=4)($5A!34,&$24'J:! )7E4:!$,4!%'5':E421K12!
15! J5A1:)J,&4A! :1)4:*! $5A! JE'5! A1:)J,&$524*! )34! $U4,$@4!
5J%&4,! 'K! :E4214:! E4,! :)$5A! 152,4$:4:! ,4:J()15@! 15! $5!
152,4$:4! 15! $U4,$@4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,*! @454,$((7! AJ4! )'!
15U$:1'5! &7! =44A7! :E4214:.! D5! 4`$%E(4! 1:! )34! 3'#/Q+
#5*0#'0'! a&4$?4A! :4A@4b! 3$&1)$)! )7E4*! 3'#/Q+ #5*0#'0'!







L1@34:)! $U4,$@4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! E4,! :)$5A! t! [F\.c! E4,245)!




-'=4:)! $U4,$@4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! E4,! :)$5A! t! P[.F! E4,245)!
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L1@34:)! $U4,$@4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! E4,! :)$5A! t! [\d.\! E4,245)!
aN&'/'6($*+ '(6$*0-.5&-'! |<J::1$5! '(1U4}! 2'%%J51)7! )7E4/!
,1E$,1$5f=4)($5A!)7E4/!5J%&4,!'K!:)$5A:!:$%E(4A!t![b.!
!
-'=4:)! $U4,$@4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! E4,! :)$5A! t! dM.N! E4,245)!
|F5?$&$*+ )/&05-)/*f<4245)! D((JU1$(! >$,! |8,4$)! B($15:!




L1@34:)! $U4,$@4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! E4,! :)$5A! t! FFN.M! E4,245)!
a!"/?"/#)-'+ '#6/(0/'! |:1(U4,! &JKK$('&4,,7}! 2'%%J51)7!
)7E4/! ,1E$,1$5f=4)($5A! )7E4/! 5J%&4,! 'K! :)$5A:! :$%E(4A! t!
FNb.!
-'=4:)! $U4,$@4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! E4,! :)$5A! t! [P.[! E4,245)!
a!'#<5%'0$*+ ;/#2-<$&'0$*g16#5?4#5(+ *?-<'0$2!




L1@34:)! $U4,$@4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! E4,! :)$5A! t! FGG.G! E4,245)!





:4,$(! )'! 2(1%$`! :)$5A:! 'K! )34! !?'#0-('+ ?/<0-('0'! |E,$1,14!








-'=4:)! $U4,$@4! 2$5'E7! 2'U4,! E4,! :)$5A! t! N[.P! E4,245)!
a!'&-<5#(-'+ #$%#'! |,4A! @($::=',)}! 2'%%J51)7! )7E4/!
,1E$,1$5f=4)($5A!)7E4/!5J%&4,!'K!:)$5A:!:$%E(4A!t!Pb.!
!
DAA1)1'5$(! 15K',%$)1'5! '5! $U4,$@4! 5J%&4,! 'K! :E4214:! $5A!
$U4,$@4!2$5'E7!2'U4,!E4,! (1K4K',%! 1:! $(:'!E,4:45)4A! 15! )34!
)$&(4.!
!
#4! $(:'! 3$U4! $! :42)1'5! '5! 2'51K4,'J:! )1%&4,! E,'AJ2)1U1)7*!
=3123! 152(JA4:! A1:),1&J)1'5! 'K! )34! 2'51K4,! )7E4:! $('5@! $!
%'1:)J,4! @,$A145)*! ),44! E'EJ($)1'5! $5$(7:1:*! $5A! )1%&4,!
E,'AJ2)1U1)7! a:1)4! 15A4`*! &$:$(! $,4$*! 2J(%15$)1'5! 'K! %4$5!
$55J$(!152,4%45)!|$!%4$:J,4!'K!),44!@,'=)3}b.!!
!
V5! $AA1)1'5*! =4! 3$U4! 152(JA4A! A1:2J::1'5:! '5! 5J%&4,! 'K!




)'! &4))4,! 15)4,E,4)! $5A! J5A4,:)$5A! )341,! ,'(4! '5! )34!
($5A:2$E4.!jJ,!3'E4!1:!)3$)!)31:!15K',%$)1'5!=1((!$::1:)!($5A!
%$5$@4,:! 15!%$?15@! 15K',%4A!A421:1'5:.!R34!E($5)!:E4214:!
$,4"! @$(-?/#$*+ *<5?$&5#$2! a<'2?7! ;'J5)$15! gJ51E4,bq
42'('@12$(! 2'5:1A4,$)1'5:*! =$)4,! J:4*! 3$&1)$)! U$(J4:/!
1#0/2-*-'+ 0#-)/(0'0'! :J&:E.! ,452-(6/(*-*! a#7'%15@! &1@!
:$@4&,J:3bq42'('@12$(! 2'5:1A4,$)1'5:*! K1,4! 4KK42):*!
E$($)$&1(1)7*! =1(A(1K4! J:4:*! ,43$&1(1)$)1'5f,4:)',$)1'5!
2'5:1A4,$)1'5:/! 1#0/2-*-'+ <'('! :J&:E.! <'('! aE($15:! :1(U4,!
:$@4&,J:3bq42'('@12$(! 2'5:1A4,$)1'5:*! K1,4! 4KK42):*!
E$($)$&1(1)7*! =1(A(1K4! J:4:*! ,43$&1(1)$)1'5f,4:)',$)1'5!
2'5:1A4,$)1'5:/! !'#<5%'0$*+ ;/#2-<$&'0$*! a@,4$:4=''Abq
42'('@12$(! 2'5:1A4,$)1'5:*! K1,4! 4KK42):*! E$($)$&1(1)7*!=1(A(1K4!
J:4:*! ,43$&1(1)$)1'5f,4:)',$)1'5! 2'5:1A4,$)1'5:/! $55J$(!
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C#52$*+ a&,'%4b! :E4214:! :J23! $:! C#52$*+ X'?5(-<$*!
aC$E$54:4! &,'%4b! $5A! C#52$*+ 0/<05#$2+ a234$)@,$::bq
:E4214:! A4:2,1E)1'5:*! E37:12$(! :1)4! ,4hJ1,4%45):*! 42'('@12$(!
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@&# $(&%# ABCD# E<# FF>.)# GH=>2I# 2$4)+>(3&0)'*4# (*)&44+)&# +2*,&'1#
0-2J+"&%# ?+)5# KLMA# &0-4-,+0*4# (+)&(# )-# 0'&*)&# *# ,&-,'*35+0#
+".-'2*)+-"# (1()&2# 4*1&'# -.# 6&,&)*)+-"# 0-6&'# J1# &0-4-,+0*4# (+)&7#
@&#)5&"#+")&,'*)&%#)5&#'&2-)&#(&"(+",#+".-'2*)+-"#?+)5#.+&4%#%*)*#
GENH# 34-)(I# 0-44&0)&%# .'-2# *# ()'*)+.+&%# '*"%-2# %&(+,"# .'-2# O==F#
)5'-$,5# O==E7# D5&# +")&,'*)+-"# -.# )5&# .+&4%# %*)*#?+)5# )5&# (*)&44+)&#
2*33+",# 3'-6+%&%# (3&0+.+0# +".-'2*)+-"# *J-$)# &*05# )&''&()'+*4#
&0-4-,+0*4# (+)&# +"04$%+",# (3&0+&(# 0-23-(+)+-"<# 3'-%$0)+6+)1<#
()'$0)$'&<# *"%# (5'$J# 0-6&'7# @&()&'"# ?5&*),'*((# ?*(# )5&# 2-()#
%-2+"*")# (3&0+&(# *0'-((# *44# -.# )5&# )&''&()'+*4# &0-4-,+0*4# (+)&(#
.-44-?&%#J1#J+,#(*,&J'$(5<#"&&%4&#*"%#)5'&*%<#J4$&#,'*2*<#*""$*4#
J'-2&# (3&0+&(# *"%# )-# *# 4&((&'# &/)&")# )5'&*%4&*.# (&%,&<# *"%# (+/#
?&&P(# .&(0$&7# @&# .-$"%# (3&0+&(# )5*)# )13+0*441# %&0'&*(&# ?+)5#
,'*Q+",# G.-'# &/*234&# ,'&&"# "&&%4&,'*((<# J4$&J$"05# ?5&*),'*((<#
8"%+*"# '+0&,'*((I# )-# J&# 4*0P+",# -'# &")+'&41# *J(&")# .'-2# 34*")#
0-22$"+)+&(7# 8")'-%$0&%# (3&0+&(<# &(3&0+*441# )5&# *""$*4# J'-2&(<#
?&'&#3'&6*4&")#*0'-((#*44#&0-4-,+0*4#(+)&(7#C6&'#EE#3&'0&")#-.#)5&#
)&''&()'+*4# &0-(1()&2(# ?&# (*234&%# 5*%# ,'&*)&'# )5*"# .+6&# 3&'0&")#
'&4*)+6&# 0-6&'# -.# +")'-%$0&%# 34*")# (3&0+&(7# M$''&")# &0-(1()&2#






"! #$%&'! ()*%'+,&)*-).! /0! %1-+,-).! %#/+2+,%3! #/)*-,-/)+! -+!
)%#%++&'2!,/!0/'3($&,%!#/)+%'4&,-/)!/56%#,-4%+!,7&,!-)#$(*%!
3&)&.-).! 0/'! %#/+2+,%3! *-4%'+-,2! &)*!8-$*$-0%! -)!8/'9-).!
$&)*+#&:%+;! <7%! <7()*%'! =&+-)! '%.-/)>! $/#&,%*! -)! %&+,%')!
?2/3-).! @0-.('%! AB>! -+! '%#/.)-C%*! &+! /)%! /0! ,7%! 3/+,!
%#/$/.-#&$$2! +-.)-0-#&),! .'&++$&)*+! -)! ,7%! D)-,%*! E,&,%+!
@F/''%+,! &)*! /,7%'+! GHHIB;! <7%! '%.-/)! +(::/',+! :$&),! &)*!
&)-3&$! #/33()-,-%+! ,7&,! -)#$(*%! .'&++$&)*! &)*! +&.%5'(+7!
/5$-.&,%! +:%#-%+! ,7&,! 7&4%! 5%%)! -*%),-0-%*! &+! +:%#-%+! /0!
#/)#%');!J&)*! /8)%'+7-:! -+!3-1%*>!8-,7! &!3&6/'-,2! /0! ,7%!
$&)*!-)!:'-4&,%!/8)%'+7-:>!5(,!8-,7!+(5+,&),-&$!:(5$-#!$&)*+!
-)#$(*-).! $&)*+!/0! ,7%!<7()*%'!=&+-)!K&,-/)&$!L'&++$&)*+>!






A"32! Q;! L&).($->! V/)&,7&)! =;! _&(0$%'>! Q&'/$2)! ";! M%7$>! &)*!
E#/,,! `;! a%&,+>! <7%! [#/+2+,%3!M&)&.%3%),! Z%+%&'#7! O)+,-,(,%>!
E%%$%2!J&9%>!M<!







I&%32+( ;SJ/#&,-/)! /0! ,7%!<7()*%'!=&+-)! :$&))-).! &'%&! -)!
Q/)4%'+%>! Q&3:5%$$>! K-/5'&'&>! &)*! ?%+,/)! Q/(),-%+! /0!
%&+,%')!?2/3-).!"
!
<7()*%'! =&+-)! -+! /0,%)! -*%),-0-%*! &+! &! 9%2! &'%&! /0! )&,-4%!
.'&++$&)*+>!7&4-).!+(5+,&),-&$!&'%&+!,7&,!7&4%!)/,!5%%)!,-$$%*!
/'! #/)4%',%*! ,/! /,7%'! (+%+;! _/8%4%'>! ,/! ()*%'+,&)*! ,7%!
&#,(&$!#/)*-,-/)+!:'%+%),!-)!,7%!$&)*+#&:%>!&)!&++%++3%),!/0!
&#,(&$! :$&),! #/33()-,-%+! ,7&,! #(''%),$2! %1-+,! 8&+! )%%*%*;!
<7%!*/3-)&),! $&)*!(+%+!/0! ,7%! $&)*+#&:%!&'%! '&)#7-).!&)*!
%)%'.2! :'/*(#,-/)>! 87-#7! 7&4%! '%+($,%*! -)! *-00%'%),!
*-+,('5&)#%! :'%++('%+! :$&#%*! /)! ,7%! $&)*+#&:%! ,7&)! 87&,!
/##(''%*! 7-+,/'-#&$$2;! <7%! %#/+2+,%3! *-4%'+-,2! /0! ,7-+!
$&)*+#&:%! :'-/'! ,/! [('/:%&)! +%,,$%3%),! 8&+! :'-3&'-$2! &!
0()#,-/)!/0!,7%!*-00%'%),!,2:%+!/0!+/-$+>!/,7%'!+-,%!0&#,/'+>!&+!
8%$$! &+! 7-+,/'-#&$! *-+,('5&)#%! '%.-3%+;! <7%! :'-3&'2!
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31:)',12$(! A1:)J,&$524:! =4,4! K1,4*! @,$Q15@! 4:E421$((7! &7!
&1:'5*! $5A! A,'J@3)! 4U45):! a051@3)! HPPcb.! D()3'J@3!
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